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Last-Minute Rush Hits Copy Desk
In the foreground Mike Dudik, Pat Keil, and Dwain 
Hanson, copyreaders, pencil the last copy while Bill Bar­
bour, slot man, and Julius Wuerthner, hews editor, worry 
about deadline.
Printers, News Staff Talk Over Makeup
Left to right, Bev Brink, night copyreader, Kirby David­
son, printer, Hawkins and Wuerthner, staff, and Gordon 
Nelson mug over page proofs of the final section.
P a p er Looks Into Past; 
Style, Content N oted
SEE SECTION TWO
Former Staffers Write
SEE SECTION THREE
SECTION ONE, PAGE SIX
Cam pus E scapades E xposed  
B y F orm er K a im in  Ink S lingers
SEE SECTION ONE
PAGES TWO, SEVEN
Staff Passes Criticism on Second Section
Left to right, Paul Hawkins, editor; Prof. 
Ed Dugan, Kaimin adviser; George Rem­
ington, sports editor; Bo Brown, business 
manager; Bill Smurr, campus editor, and
Ward Fanning, copy editor, register ex­
pressions from amazement to humor as the 
second section is completed.
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Prowler(s) Nab Clapper 
To Bell in Perfect Crime
Aber Day Bell Mystery 
In Past Still Unsolved
‘Twas the night before Aber day, 1937, and Main hall tower 
was quiet and dark. The historic clock looked out upon a 
sleeping but nevertheless expectant campus that in a few 
hours would bear the imprint of many feet whose owners 
would be engaged in. raking leaves, voting, and eating.
Suddenly the nocturnal stillness*®1------------------- :------L-----------------------
in the building was broken by 
stealthy figure (or figures( steal­
ing up the stairway. The visitor(s) 
moved more rapidly and soon 
climbed up into the tower. Mut­
ter ings and curses filtered down 
from the clock above. Time con­
tinued its relentless rush. Then the 
figure (s), bearing a seemingly 
heavy burden crept out into the 
hallway and down the stairs.
It was not until the morrow that 
the sleeping students were to rea­
lize the importance of the object 
taken by the prowler (s).
This Aber day morning the M 
club men who pulled on the rope 
were amazed when the ancient bell 
in the tower didn’t ring. They were 
forced to ring in Aber day by beat­
ing on the bell with hammers.
Investigation by members of 
Maintenance E n g i n e e r  T. G. 
Swearingen’s office disclosed that 
the lock on the trap door leading 
to the tower was tom  off, and that 
the clapper to the bell was gone.
It was an embarrassing situa­
tion. Convocations were heralded 
by banging the bell with a hammer 
instead of with its familiar tell. 
The persons or person who took 
the bell clapper were requested to 
file their initials thereon and re­
turn the same—no questions asked.
Willis “Wink” Avery, t h e n  
keeper of the keys for the mainten­
ance department, spent sleepless 
nights pondering the theft.
Events marched and the plot 
thickened when Avery received a 
post card. It read:
“Dear Wink:
“Do not buy a new clapper.
“The old one w ill be returned in 
a few  days. Ring up the next con­
vocation with a hammer.” The note 
was unsigned.
Two uneventful weeks passed
and hope again faded. But finally 
Bill Giltner, graduate journalist, 
received an anonymous card which 
revealed the fate of the missing 
clapper!
The card gave Giltner a tip-off 
to a slight scoop—that the clapper 
to the Main hall bell was in the 
cupola of the grandstand at the 
fairgrounds.
Gambling that the note was not 
a hoax, Giltner immediately con­
tacted Les Dana, then business 
manager of the Kaimin, who in 
turn rounded up a car. The car, 
Giltner, and Dana, knowing the 
value of quick action, motored to 
the fair grounds.
After much searching, sweating, 
and grunting the clapper was lo­
cated in the cupola by Dana. It was 
then taken to the journalism Shack 
by its two rescuers.
MSU Continues 
To Expand
Fifty-five years have passed 
sin^e the first Montana legislature 
passed the bill establishing Mon­
tana State University.
Although it was in 1893 that 
newly elected Governor John E. 
Richards signed the charter creat­
ing the Missoula institute, it was 
not until 1895 that the University 
began its actual work.
The first classes were held in the 
old Willard grade school, Sept. 10, 
with 50 students enrolled. A  faculty 
of five was headed by Oscar J. 
Craig, first president of the' Uni­
versity.
The school was moved onto the 
present campus site four years 
later. It was in that, 1899, that 
University and Science halls were 
built at a cost of $74,000.
The campus grounds were do­
nated by Edward L. Bonner and 
Francis.Higgins, both of Missoula, 
but at that time the campus site 
was considered too far from the 
city.
First courses were offered in 
mathematics, languages, history,
Swearingen was called and no- physical sciences, mechanical en­
titled that the clapper had mys­
teriously returned. A  battery of 
photographers awaited the visit of 
Swearingen to collect the trinket 
(about sixty pounds in weight— 
iron).
Reminiscing back today, Swear­
ingen is convinced that the whole 
matter was nothing more than a 
publicity stunt. And what’s more, 
he is convinced that the journal­
ists were behind the whole deal.
They didn’t get their pictures, 
Swearingen said, and he is thank­
ful that the pranksters aren’t up 
to such tricks today. Officially, the 
mystery of the missing clapper 
remains unsolved.
gineering and assaying.
Today there are 35 major cam­
pus structures, valued at over two 
and a half million dollars, w ith a 
large faculty conducting training 
and research through 20 depart­
ments in the College of Arts and 
Sciences, and professional schools 
in business administration, educa­
tion, forestry, journalism, law, 
music, and pharmacy.
Frosh Ode— 
1909 Style
Although the University did not 
get all she asked from the legis­
lature, we are grateful for amount 
received and w ill keep forging 
ahead with as much vigor as ever 
(1904).
1898 —The Kaimin
1912 —Barney’s Mens Clothing
36 Years of Friendship
Missouicts Oldest and Always Reliable 
1  Men9 s Clothing Store
BARNEY’S
(Next to Woolworth’s)
This is an ode to the poor fresh­
man, or how the upperclass men 
viewed him in a 1909 edition of the 
Kaimin.
“When I see a youth with his 
pants turned up,
And over one eye perched a 
little round hat,
With a ribbon of mauve or 
blue,
And fourteen rings and seven 
pins
That he got at his dear prep 
school;
Why, it strikes a chord, and I 
say ‘Oh, Lord,
Was I ever that big a fool? 
When I see a youth with his 
gloves turned down,
And a cigarette stuck in his 
face,
And a loud check coat and a 
horse-cloth vest,
And a half-inch wide shoe 
lace,
And a bunch of hair that hides 
his ears,
And a line of senseless drool, 
Then I paw the sword and I 
say ‘Oh Lord,
Was I ever that big of fool’?” 
Even in those days they used an 
upperclass man to exemplify the 
intelligensia and the lower class 
man to be the gent wanting in gray 
matter.
ASUM Takes 
Control of 
Kaimin 1912
In 1912 the publication of the 
Kaimin was taken over by ASUM 
in place of the press club. Carl C. 
Dickey, New York Times, was its 
editor. Offices of the Kaimin were 
in the. basement of the library 
building. After being taken over 
by the student body, the paper was 
finnaced by money from the uni­
versity fees. That year special 
freshman issue and literary sup­
plements were published.
Students enrolled in the .first 
course in journalism offered in the 
University published the Kai­
min in 1913. A1 Rue Smith, Great 
Falls attorney, and Kathryn 
Sutherlin edited the year’s issue.
With the establishment of the 
J school in 1914 the entire publi­
cation of the Kaimin was taken 
over by the school. With definite 
training in journalistic work, 
workers on the paper improved it 
in both style and content.
The following year the Kaimin 
became a sem i-weekly publication. 
From then until 1939 it remained 
such.
In 1923 makeup was rearranged 
and a six-column Kaimin was 
published. Improvements were 
constantly being made in head­
lines, style, feature, editorial, and 
news material print.
In 1924 the publication increased 
size to seven columns, and in  1928 
the Kaimin first appeared as an 
8-column paper.
At the beginning of the 1929-30 
school year, the School of Jour­
nalism press was established and 
of necessity the Kaimin was again 
published as a 7-column publica­
tion. Prior to 1930 the Kaimin was
n
FOOTBALL WAS A 
LOSING PROPOSITION
Sometimes you just can’t win 
Back in ’26 Montana played theii 
last home game of the seasor 
against Whitman. They wor f  
all right (56 to 7), but so few  at- * 
tended the game that ASMSU re­
ported a $737.19 loss.
written on the campus and printed 
down town in the Missoulian job 
shop. In March 1936, mechanical 
changes on the press made possible 
the second 8-column Kaimin. It 
remained that until 1939, when it 
was changed to tabloid size and 
published four times a week.
In 1942* the Kaimin went back 
to bi-weekly publications. In Oc­
tober, 1946 it was stepped up to 
three a week, and in January of 
this year the Kaimin again was 
rolling off the press with four pub­
lications a week.
The Kaimin 
Suits You 
With News—
We suit you with 
famous
KUPPENHEIMER 
TIMELY 
SIL VERTEX
“The Store for Men and 
Women Who Buy for Men”
Congratulations, 
Montana Kaimin!
on Your
50th Anniversary 
of Publication
OLSON’S GROCERY
2105 S. Higgins Phone 6170
We Do Our Best
to make you look your best, and we do it 
the RAY-D-ANT way.
Congratulations to the Montana Kaimin 
for doing its best for 50 years.
CITY CLEANERS
Phone 3838
Here9s Hoping 
That the Kaimin 
Always Has 
Smooth Sailing
Congratulations on your 50th 
Anniversary, from your store for
ROYAL PORTABLES 
GREETING CARDS 
OFFICE SUPPLIES 
LATEST BOOKS
The Office Supply Co.
115 West Broadway
over 40 miles. And Dr. Steins, a 
Russian, says that he has per­
fected a w ireless telephone w ith  
w hich w e shall be able to speak  
from London w ith  persons, says in  
Antwerp or N ew  York. Such a cry 
would seem  a little  far-fetched in  
more senses than one, and w e  
people of Northwestern America 
feel that greater profit m ight ac­
crue i f  some scientist would stop 
m eddling w ith  w ireless electricity  
long enough to invent for us some­
thing in  the w ay o f w ireless poli­
tics!!”
Always A Favorite with MSU
u JAM NITE at the PRIESS”
Join the gang for an evening 
of the kind of entertainment 
you’ll enjoy most, at . . .
Parisian Lounge and Bar
IN THE PRIESS HOTEL
Jeer Council 
inspired Kaimin
it
r J. Stanley H ill *34, Kaimin edi­
tor in  1933-34, says, “that year  
narked the return of 3.2, and one 
j f  the early organizations formed 
/as the Kaimin staff’s ‘Beer 
’ouncil’, w hich w as somewhat of 
famous organization in  1934. 
“From ‘Chief Guzzler’ to *Out- 
in-one’, the officers attempted to  
rrange a ‘meeting’ of the Coun- 
il to celebrate the arrival, at the 
>ld Student Store, of each new  
ssue of the Kaimin.”
Hill, now  Assistant to Vice 
President in Charge of Produc- 
ion for the Barnsdall Oil Com- 
>any in  Los Angeles, recalls, ‘‘The 
pring issues of ’34 w ere practical- 
y edited from the side of Mount 
Sentinel, w hen those beautiful 
tfissoula spring afternoons seemed 
o call for nothing but a keg of 
Highlander’. In spite of it, or m ay- 
>e because of it, the Friday iss&e 
ippeared as usual, but more in -  
pired than ever.
Present Home of the Montana Kaimin High Prices 
Once Were Low
Montana State University’s School of 
Journalism building was completed in 
1938. The modern plant houses classrooms,
offices, photography units and laboratories 
in addition to the University Press, audi­
torium and Northwest Historical museum.
Benefits of Radio Discussed
The year 1935 w as creating its  
own new  look. Ads in  the Kaimin  
w ere taking on a fem inine appeal 
instead of the old exclusive ap­
peal to the college man, and 
wom en’s figures w ere adorning 
every advertisem ent.
Every coed Was wearing a w ind­
blown bob and skirts w ere far be­
low  the knee. For m en the bold  
look w as discarding old w ool 
flannels for campus cords as the  
latest in  college wear.
A  coed could ad a velvet formal 
to her wardrobe for $14 and m en  
bought suits and top coats for  as 
little  as $17, besides receiving a 
free pair of slippers w ith  each  
pair of shoes over $3.98. A  warn­
ing to the fair sex  appeared in  an  
ad like this: “Girls—beware of 
stare crows! Our stockings* see that 
your legs are alw ays w e ll-  
groomed.”
The student of today has become 
so accustomed to his radio that he 
probably never thinks of how  life  
would be w ithout it. Y et in  1900 
our parents w ere just a little  skep­
tical of this new  invention and in  
that year the Kaim in discussed the 
latest inform ation about it.
The Kaimin said, “The term  
w ireless telegraphy is  an unwar­
rantable misnomer; there is no 
such thing as telegraphing w ithout 
wires and w irelsse telegraphy is  
being speedily supplanted by Eth- 
eric Telegraphy. This new  appella­
tion comes, as the reader w ill 
readily understand, from the 
medium of transmission, Ether.
“One of the chief obstacles in  
the w ay of unrestricted u tility  of 
Etheric Telegraphy has been the  
difficulty of transmitting m essages
to one distinct destination. It is 
easy to conceive how, in  the ab­
sence of preventative measures, 
the current could be ‘tapped’ and 
the message stolen by some party 
for whom  it w as not at all in­
tended. No stretch of the im agi­
nation is needed to satisfy anyone 
com plications in tim e of naval and 
m ilitary engagements.
“To obviate t h i s  difficulty  
scientists are working on a method 
of ‘tuning’ the sending and re­
ceiving instrum ents so as to be 
sensative only to the w aves dis­
tinctively suited to each.
“But the atm osphere of genius 
is just now too highly charged 
w ith electricity for safety. H eir  
Schaffer claims to have established  
Etheric communication betw een  
Trieste and Venice, a distance of
It's a  J u le tte  O r ig in a l
Frosh Blundered in ’35 . . .
Fostery, Jenelism , Higean Majors Add 
To Eccentricities of Registrar Harrassed 
By Rascal Who Changed Information Cards
other nuisance that season w as a 
student who rushed in to the regis­
trar in the midst of registration and 
wanted to change his law  major to 
orchestra leader.
Som e sim ple questions that got 
simpler answers:
Phone number? Yes.
How long have .your parents 
lived in Montana? Yes.
Are you married? No, but I have  
been.
Are you a member of any 
church? Yes. (word crossed out) 
No.
Mft. or Mrs.? Mr. (Nam e is 
M ary). This tem porarily de­
moralized statistics bureau.
Your department? Higean.
It w as believed that some rascal 
made a w holesale change of names 
and addresses of friends. The offi­
cials, w hen last seen, w ere w alk ­
ing toward Pattee canyon mum­
bling unintelligibly.
BEGINNERS DOUBLED IN  
MSU STUDENT OFFICES
To say that the men and wom en  
who began the Kaimin newspaper 
were outstanding is som ewhat of 
an understatement.
In the spring, elections of 1909 
(som ewhat quieter than the w ay  
w e know them ), Robert C. Line 
was chosen president of MSU. He 
was at the tim e of his election  
m anaging editor of the Kaimin. 
Mamie Burke, elected vice-presi­
dent of the student body, held the 
same office in the original Press 
club. Charles McCowan, w ho was 
the only candidate for delegate- 
at-large in the spring elections, 
w as editor-in-chief of the 1909 
Kaimin.
For the finest in bakery selections, frat and sorority 
house managers always, call . . .
Eddy Bakery
237 Blaine Phone 2200DO [_J.
The problems the registrar and 
faculty face in  dealing w ith new  
students is no new  situation. The 
present freshman class can take 
refuge in the fact that students in  
1935 were making just as many or 
more mistakes to plague the school 
officials.
A Kaimin reporter in  1935 
caught the outstanding blurbs that 
came through the registrar. Some 
students w ere majoring in  “jene­
lism ” instead of “journalism ,” and 
“fostery” instead of “forestry.” Of 
course the word “Mrs.” w ith a 
circle around it m eant “Mr.” A n-
!
Whether you are working, re­
torting, vacationing or traveling 
. . . you'll be cool and poised 
all summer long. Famous Peek-A- 
Boocle is an airy cool rayon 
fabric that's wrinkle reiislant. In 
Blue, Pink and Grey. Sizes 10 
•o 18.
Popular Prices
Costume
Blouses
You never have 
enough, so make it 
a habit to drop in 
often and see the 
colorful variety 
we always have.
Congratulations to the Montana Kaimin 
for 50 Years of Fine Service 
to Montana State University
CECIL’S ACCESSORY SHOP
Hammond Arcade No. 3
IN THE FUTURE  
A S IN THE PAST
The
Hamburger
King
A Favorite
With Every Class
Skeptically By ’00 Students
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Pieces of Paper
Someone has labeled newspapers as “pieces of paper with 
printing on them; glanced at today, discarded tomorrow.” But 
I prefer to think of newspapers as reflecting mans’ shifting 
thoughts, varying emotions—his struggle upwards over the 
uneven terrain of time. And so it has been with the Montana- 
Kaimin. The new and the old are blended together in this 50th 
anniversary edition. The old, man clings to as a symbol of re­
spectability, solidness, security; the new, as signs of progress, 
adaptability, and freshness. The Montana Kaimin can well 
mirror the progress of the new in Montana higher education 
over the past 50 years. The- process has been a slow but steady 
climb toward a better Montana. Our future depends on the 
quality of our youth, and this, in turn, must depend on the 
quality of our education. It is my hope that Montana will make 
the strides forward during the next 50 years that we feel our 
Kaimin has made.—Julius J. Wuerthner Jr., news editor.
Euterpians 
Elect Officers
With the election of officers, the 
Euterpians, a women’s music club, 
was formed by students of the 
music school recently.
Donna Harlan, Missoula, was 
elected president; Barbara Rounce, 
Sidney, vice-president; Nancy Cri- 
telli, Billings, secretary; and Kay 
Warnke, Glendive, treasurer.
Faculty members in the music 
school belonging to the gfoup are: 
Miss Hasmig Gedickian, Mrs. Lois 
Cole, Mrs. Leona Marvin,’ Mrs. 
Florence Smith, and Mrs. Bernice 
Ramskill.
Miss Harlan stated that the club 
was organized last fall with the 
idea of petitioning for a chapter 
of Sigma Alpha Iota, national 
musical honorary for women.
The group’s purpose now is to 
stimulate interest in musical ac­
tivities and to help in the develop­
ment of the music school, she said.
Mrs. Edna Rait Hutton, Des 
Moines, Iowa, national editor of 
Sigma Alpha Iota, was here recent­
ly  to inspect the organization.
R y a n  A p p o in ts  
W h e e ls  fo r  
S e n io r  W e e k
Abused Souls
I blush to admit that I don’t know who the first campus edi­
tor of the Kaimin was, but if I cannot remember the name of 
this abused soul I can at least identify his mental processes.
Mr. X may have had only Main hall and two or three adobe 
huts to consider in his calculations, but I am mortally certain 
that even in those days His readers complained. Club notes 
doubtless failed to appeal*, speeches were misquoted, Smith 
was spelled with a “y,” and things generally failed to flow on 
as easily as Mr. Tennyson’s brook. Hearing the public outcry, 
I am sure Mr. X more than once decided to switch his major.
But I’ll bet he never did. The present associates recently suc­
cessfully lobbied for a salary of $10 a month for their labors, 
but if they hadn’t gotten that money they would have re­
mained at their typewriters. Reporting and editing a news­
paper are exciting labors, but the staff’s reward is in the 
knowledge that they are serving the University—the excite­
ment and whatever money they get .are side attractions.
That desire to serve has been shown in a universal desire by 
the staff to improve the Kaimin. We know its faults, and we 
deplore them. We intend to correct them. If we do not, our 
more capable successors will. From birth through growth, 
the K aim in  has had staffs \yho ask only the privilege of being 
of use to you. Curse us, ridicule us, satirize us, we still come 
back to the Kaimin nekt day and report for work. The Kaimin 
is worth coming back to.-—Bill Smurr, campus editor.
Committee chairmen for senior 
activities which begin Friday and 
continue until graduation day, 
June 7, have been named by 
Jo Ann Ryan, Butte, secretary of 
the senior class.
Patricia Marrs, Missoula, is 
chairman of the prizes and awards 
convocation Friday morning. The 
commencement dinner, under the 
chairmanship of Mary Agnes Kelly, 
Butte, w ill be Saturday at 6 p.m. 
in the Florentine Gardens. The din­
ner w ill be followed by Singing on 
the Steps at 8:30, the Lantern 
Parade by AWS at 9, and the Sen­
ior mixer, under Joe McCracken, 
Dillon, at 9:30 in the Gold room.
:P
The News in B rief \
N a t io n a l  a n d  C o lle g ia te
Portland—Thousands of civil­
ians evacuated homes over an 
area 120 miles as the raging Co­
lumbia river and its tributaries 
threatened to wipe out addition­
al communities yesterday. Thir­
ty thousand people were affected 
by an army-sponsored evacua­
tion yesterday in the Portland 
area bringing the northwest re­
fugee figure up to approximately 
90,000 persons. Sixty thousand 
are now homeless as the flood 
steadily gains proportions of a 
national calamity.
that nine marines and 13 sailoi 
died. The men came from vesse. 
of a Mediterranean task force thj 
was to sail today. Sailing has bee ! 
postponed until a later date.
1
Lewis town, Mont.—William R. i 
(Billy) Woods, the first white 
baby born in Montana’s first 
capital city, died yesterday. He 
was 83. Woods was born Nov. 29, 
1864 in Bannack, and had served 
as sheriff of Fergus county for 
many years.
Athens—Morning newspaper in 
Athens quoted a broadcast by the 
Greek rebel radio which said that 
Gen. Markos Vafiades, Greek 
guerrilla leader, is ready to discuss 
peace terms with the government. 
The newspapers reported also, 
however, that the idea of a truce 
was rejected immediately by Dep. 
Prime Minister Constantine Tsal- 
daris.
Hollywood. — The aircraft in ; 
dustry will need close to two year 
to build up the 70-group air fore* 
recently voted by Congress, sai 
Harvey Stowers, assistant to tb 
president of the aircraft industrj 
The 70-group strength w ill not b  
reached until the end of 1950, an< 
will provide for 35,000 planes o 
the combined air force and nava 
aviation groups.
Calls toga, C a l i f .  — William 
Martin Camp, best seller author, 
and former newspaperman, shot 
and killed himself yesterday. 
His widow Eleanor, said he had 
been despondent over ill health.
Norfolk, Va. — 22 men were 
drowned when a 90-man liberty 
launch floundered and overturned 
in the black waters of Hampton 
Roads last night. The Navy said
Palomar Observatory, Calif.—  
About 800 guests were invited to 
the dedication Thursday of the 
World’s largest telescope. The 
telescope has a 200-inch mirror- 
the largest of its kind in the 
world. The dedication does not 
mean that the project is com­
pletely finished. Several months 
of testing and adjustment most 
be completed before the giant 
eye can be used.
On Sports Coverage
From its first issue the Kaimin has prided itself in giving 
sports coverage and in offering opinion regarding athletic com­
petition, even though for its first 11 years it was more or less 
a monthly literary review.
The Kaimin has always been an ardent backer of football. 
In the first issue appeared a story and individual pictures of 
the members of the football team. When football was the only 
form of athletics played at the University, the Kaimin de­
fended it against those who would turn it into a glorified game 
of tag.
When other forms of athletics came into prominence on the 
campus, the Kaimin backed them with equal vigor.
Other sports came onto the campus, and the K aim in  de­
fended the teams all the way from unwarranted attacks from 
both on and off the campus. It started defending itself against 
the State college Exponent in 1903.
One of the most important things the Kaimin can take 
credit for starting is the idea of an athletic fund (May, 1899, 
issue), and later it started plugging for an Associated Students’ 
organization to govern athletics (March, 1904, and March, 
1906). The Associated Students of the University of Montana 
was organized in April, 1906.
The Kaimin can proudly look back on 50 years of boosting 
athletics—intercollegiate and intramural, men’s and women’s 
—at the University.—George Remington, sports editor.
Flying Speaker 
Saves the Day
The heroic country doctors and 
pony-express riders of the early 
days had plenty of ingenuity and 
determination, it ’s true, but they 
didn’t have anything that can’t be 
found on the MSU faculty today.
Dr. Gordon Browder was origi­
nally scheduled to make a com­
mencement address in Froid last 
week, but late Wednesday after­
noon he was forced to change his 
plans because of illness in  his 
family. The Public Service Division 
was in an uproar. What were they 
going to do?
Suddenly someone got an idea, 
grabbed a telephone, and arrange­
ments were quickly made. The 
man they called was Ben Frost 
of the Education department’ and 
he readily agreed to the plan. So 
early yesterday morning Mr. Frost 
left Johnson Airport flying his own 
plane, and last night he gave 
Froid’s graduating seniors their 
proper send-off. This morning he 
is on his way to Roundup where 
he is scheduled to speak again to­
night.
Perhaps he has been the first to 
hold the rank of “Flying School­
teacher, first class.’’
KARLIN DEFINES 
“TENNIS SHOES’’
Following up Tennis Team Capt. 
Wayne Cumming’s plea to Central 
board for students without tennis 
shoes to keep off the new courts, 
Coach Jules Karlin yesterday de­
fined tennis shoes as “flat, heel­
less, rubber soled shoes; not saddle 
shoes, which have heels, or bas­
ketball shoes which have suction 
holes in the soles.’’
Genius is work—that is  why 
there are so few. (1904)
President, Dean Extend Congratulations 
Mr. Paul Hawkins 
Editor, The Kaimin 
Campus 
Dear Paul;
Heartiest congratulations, to the K a im in  on the occasion 
of its fiftieth anniversary! Throughout half a century, and 
never more /6o than today, the Kaimin has been -a cour­
ageous and intelligent advocate of a greater Montana State 
University and a zealous guardian of the rights and wel­
fare of the University student body.
The present competent editor and staff of the Kaimin 
have my best wishes for continued success and service 
during the coming months.
Sincerely yours,
James A. McCain 
President
Dear Paul and the Kaimin Staff;
From the day I was a college editor myself, through 
some? 10 years of contact as a journalism teacher with col­
lege papers on four campuses, to the present harmonious 
relationship of J-school and Kaimin, I’ve been closely asso­
ciated with hundreds of student staffers and quite a few 
student editors.
For the Golden Jubilee issue of the Kaimin, I want to 
say for the record (but not just because it’s a 50th-anni- 
versary celebration) that our own MSU paper can hold its 
own with any college publication in the land. And that 
takes in a lot of bigger universities. We also have been 
fortunate in the past, and today in the present, to have 
editors who realize their responsibility to both students 
and the University and who discharge it accordingly.
It’s vital to our own professional training for journalism 
that J-majors have a paper on which to practice what 
they hear and discuss in the classroom. Fundamental to 
our professional concept of journalism in a democracy is 
student freedom of the press and the conscious acceptance 
of the consequent responsibilities.
In the Kaimin we have had, and I hope always will con­
tinue to have, such a happy situation. It is a unique con­
dition, this harmony and cooperation between a student 
newspaper and a journalism school. It is one which mutu­
ally benefits all parties concerned and which should long 
endure.
So, my congratulations and best wishes to you, Paul, to 
your reporters and ad-chasers, to all the loyal Kaimin 
workers of the past, the present, and the future. Let’s send 
copy down to the composing room for another half-century 
of professional fun and hard work, for another 50 years of 
good college newspapering.
James L. C. Ford, Dean 
School of Journalism.
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INetmen End Best Season 
With Double Win from ’Cats
Coach Jules Karlin’s netmen culminated season activities 
Friday and Saturday with a double triumph, 6 to 1, and 5 to 2, 
over Montana State.
Montana won its thirteenth and fourteenth consecutive vic­
tories on its home court and ended the season with a record of
nine victories in 11 matches. 1
Single matches Friday featured  
long games and many deuces. The 
doubles w ere close to the finish. 
Montana made a clean sweep of the 
singles Saturday but was unable 
to  repeat the doubles victories of 
Friday. Friday’s matches were 
played in  a severe windstorm.
Wayne Cumming, Montana cap­
tain, and the Bobcat’s Dick Chau- 
ner w ere closely m atched both 
afternoons. Cumming emerged vic­
torious Friday, 7-5 and 9-7. Then 
Chauner, who defeated Cumming 
tw ice last summer in intercity  
play, extended the Grizzly to three 
sets Saturday before losing. Cum- 
m ing’s superior ground strokes 
proved to be the margin of victory.
Captain-elect B ill Jardine, who
Ball Season 
Ends on Two 
Grizzly Wins
The Grizzly baseball team got 
back into w inning w ays today w ith  
a double victory over Kalispell, 
14 to 1, and Somers, 19 to 1. The 
w ins brought the season’s record 
to 13 w ins and 6 losses.
Bob Cope survived a shaky first 
Inning w hen three successive  
errors gave K alispell’s town team  
one run. But Cope w ent on to gain 
the victory as the Bruins ham­
m ered four pitchers during the 
abbreviated seven-inning contest. 
Emmet Walsh, playing right field, 
led th e Grizzlies at bat w ith  three 
hits.'
Jim  Lucas came close to every  
pitcher’s dream in the game w ith  
Somers w hen he barely m issed a 
no-hitter. For seven innings Lucas 
shackled the opposing hitters until 
in  the eighth a batter scratched a 
hit to right field . Lucas w as never 
in  trouble w ith  any man except 
in  the sixth  w hen he w as behind a 
batter, three balls and no strikes. 
Three pitches later the m an w as 
just another strikeout in  the record 
books. Lucas m issed a shutout in 
the ninth w hen two singles and 
a  h it batter gave Somers one run.
The Grizzlies blasted two Somers 
pitchers for m any extra-base hits, 
including a hom e run by Roberts, 
tw o triples and tw o doubles by  
Cope in  four trips, and tw o doubles 
by Armstrong.
has lost only one of 11 singles 
matches this spring, continued his 
string of 'conquests. Jardine won  
both his single matches. Bob Holm- 
strom, the only Grizzly to lose in 
singles play -Friday, came back 
Saturday to down Montana State’s 
Tom Waldo, w ho had defeated him  
the day before.
Coach Karlin did not use his 
No. 1 doubles team of Cumming 
and Gene Annas either match. He 
advanced his No. 2 team of Jardine 
and Gene Bottom ly to No. 1 and 
used Holmstrom and B ill Robinson, 
as the No. 2 team.
Montana graduating seniors 
Annas, Robinson, and Bottom ly 
played their last games for the 
Grizzlies. The Bobcat’s No. 2 man, 
Ron Burnett, was ineligible and did 
not play. The m atch scheduled for 
10 a.m. Saturday w as postponed 
until 2 p.m. because of w et courts.
Summaries
Singles, f i r s t  m a tc h :
C um m ing (MSTJ) defea ted  C hauner 
(M SC) 7-5, 9-7 A n n as (MSTJ) defea ted  
B ossier (M SC ) 6-2, 6 -1 ; J a r d in e  (MSTJ) 
defea ted  M iller (M SC) 6-0, 6 -2 ; H olm strom  
(MSTJ) lo st to  W aldo  (M SC) 3-6, 4 -6 ; Ro­
b inson  (MSTJ) defea ted  H osfeld (M SC) 
6-8, 6-8.
D oubles, f i r s t  m a tc h :
J a r d in e  a n d  B ottom ly  (MSTJ) defea ted  
C h au n e r an d  B ossier (M SC ) 8-6, 6-2, 6 -8 ; 
H o lm strom  an d  R obinson (MSTJ) defea ted  
W aldo an d  M ille r (M S C ), 6-1. 4-6, 7-5.
S ingles, second m a tc h :
C um m ing (MSTJ) defea ted  C hauner 
(M SC) 6-4, 4-6, 6 -4 ; J a r d in e  (MSTJ) de­
fe a ted  B ossier (M SC ) 6-2, 6 -4 ; A n n as
(MSTJ) defea ted  M ille r (M SC) 6-0, 6 -2 ; 
H o lm strom  (MSTJ) defea ted  W aldo  (M SC) 
6-4, 6 -2 ; R obinson (MSTJ) defea ted  H osfeld 
(M SC) 6-4, 6-1.
D oubles, second m a tc h :
J a r d in e  an d  B ottom ly  (MSTJ) lo st to  
C h au n e r a n d  B ossier (M SC) 6-8, 2-6, 6 -2 ; 
H o lm strom  a n d  R obinson (MSTJ) lo st to  
M iller an d  W aldo  (M SC) 6-2, 8-6, 6-4.
Jumbo Travels 
To First Defeat
The Jum bo h all softball team  
sustained its first defeat of the 
season at the hands of the Borrie’s 
club in  Great Falls Sunday after­
noon by a score of 3 to 0.
Borrie’s, led  by the three-h it 
pitching of Ozzie Sim ac, to  shut 
out the Jum boites. Jum bo’s heavy  
hitters, averaging m ore than f if ­
teen runs per gam e in  the intra­
m ural league, w ere unable to  drive 
a single run across th e plate in  
Great Falls.
Costly Jum bo errors brought 
runs across in  the first, third, and 
fourth innings. A fter th e fourth  
inning Jum bo settled down and 
worked sm oothly behind the fiv e -  
hit pitching of Doc O’Quinn.
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE KAIMIN 
ON ITS FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
From
Your Bank of Friendly Service 
and Dependable Advice—
The
First National Bank
O f
Missoula
Campus Magazine 
Out Today;
Here’s Review
BY P.H. - J.W.S.
B ill Crowley combines an un­
distinguished style w ith a loose 
plot in “A Poor Place to D ie” to 
demonstrate w ith emphasis that 
there are poor places to die. Crow­
ley  is at borne w ith the language, 
but he. can’t seem  to develop a 
theme.
In “First Night,” Nelson W elsh 
outlines, diagrams, and labels the 
events in  the decline of a famous 
actress, and the resu lt. is a story 
too w ell engineered to ring true. 
The author wrote an excellent fin ­
ish, but his story generally would
Grizzlies Take 
Seventh Place 
In PCC Meet
Dick D oyle in the discus and the 
Grizzly m ile relay team  game Mon­
tana five points to place seventh  
in the Pacific Coast conference 
track and field  m eet ih  the Los 
A ngeles coliseum  Friday night.
Doyle heaved the platter 151 
feet, 8 inches to grab a third, and 
the relay team composed of Domke, 
Gray, McLatchy, and Scott took 
fourth place in the meet.
The USC Trojans piled up 47% 
points to w in the contest. Other 
scores w ere UCLA 41%, Stanford  
38%, C alifornia 35%, WSC 21, 
Washington 21 (tie ), Oregon 9%, 
Montana 5, OSC 3%, Idaho 1.
. The Trojans cable through on top 
despite the loss of sprint ace Mel 
Patton who w ent lam e in the trial 
heats Friday afternoon.
Although the Associated Press 
reported to the contrary, Grizzly 
hurdler Dan Yovetich did not com ­
pete in  the meet. A P claim ed that 
Yovetich was elim inated in the 
trials.'
Craig Dixon, UCLA hurdler, 
broke the m eet records in  both  
hurdle events, w ith  runs of 14.1 in  
the highs and 23.2 in  the low s. B ill 
Bayless of USC threw the shot 
53 feet, 8% inches to set a new  
m eet record, and California’s Don­
nie Anderson equaled the m eet 
record w ith a 9.6 century.
MSU Tops MSC 
In Golf; Dudik 
Takes Honors
The Grizzly golf squad placed  
fifth  in  the M emorial day invita­
tional tournament at the M issoula 
Country club course Sunday to 
fin ish four places ahead of the 
Bobcats.
Mike Dudik, a university stu­
dent p laying for the m eet-w inning  
M issoula Country d u b  team, took  
top honors in  the m eet w ith  a 
score of 225 for 54 holes. A fter  
w inning the m eet D udik w as ac­
claimed w hen a helicopter landed^ 
picked him  up and circled around 
the course. He is  ineligible to  
play for th e Grizzlies.
The university team, w hich  w as 
composed of Capt. D ave Larsen, 
Archie Dawes, Bob Larson, and 
B ill Anderson, scored 1,008 points. 
Bobcat golfers, J u l i u s  Ruedi, 
Charles H ill, Russ Thompson, and 
Spencer Kopang, ended up w ith  a 
score of 1,028 points.
The m eet wound lip the season  
for the Grizzly squad. This was 
the second tim e the Grizzlies have  
downed the Bobcats this season.
be effective only if read alpud.
An apparent confusion in LeRoy 
Aserlind’s mind as to whether he  
was Mark Twain or the Reader’s 
Digest resulted in a stock piece of 
American folk-lore, “Grandfather’s 
Visit.” Aserlind has ability, but he 
can only waste it on overworked  
them es of this sort.
In “Ega,” Joe Pavelicb sketches 
w ith considerable skill that univer­
sal type, the complete brute, the 
amoral monster that so intrigues 
the human racq. The author, by  
his even developm ent of them e and 
his feeling for the right word, re­
establishes him self as the premier 
fiction writer in the University.
Reid Collins takes a simple 
story, The Largest Whale in the 
World, and tangles up the main 
character, Tom Neal, in  a messy 
web of frustration.
N eal works w ith a sideshow flat­
car that contains the largest whale  
in the world. A t the town of Sa­
linas, Calif., Tom m eets Maria and 
they join the m illing crowd at the 
Portuguese celebration. His simple 
soul is swept w ith  delusions of 
grandeur (for the first tim e) until 
he loses Maria in the surging 
crowd. He then sinks into his for­
mer world of dejection and frustra­
tion—ends up on the beach by the 
ocean, and decides there is  some­
thing m ore important in  the world  
than Maria.
Collins has pitched descriptive  
color, a little  too much, and stiff 
dialogue in  spots, into w hat is a 
relatively sim ple but highly orig­
inal plot.
The m ain them e of Marjorie 
Boesen’s Relinquishment is also on 
the verge of frustration. Ralph 
Lindsey, college boy, returns hom e 
for a vacation at the start of war  
His mind is troubled and tormented 
by a thought that is veiled in  sec­
recy by Miss Boesen until the last 
page. Then w e  find out that Ralph 
has to break the new s of being a 
conscientious objector to his folks 
and girl. Naturally, he tells his g ir l 
[ friend first and she doesn’t forsake 
him  but decides they w ill face it  
together. Then Miss Boesen draws 
the string on a rather over-dram a­
tized and questionable plot but on 
the whole, a sym pathetic and w e ll-  
knitted story.
Agnes Regan has scored again 
w ith  a short sarcastic and cynical 
takeoff on Am erica’s service clubs. 
Ill Shoulder to the W heel, M iss 
Regan gives us Harold Eaten, 
younger brother of b ig-sh ot-in - 
the-club Gregor Eaton. Greg intro­
duces Harold to th e club boys and 
starts him  on his w ay to success—  
through the age-old m ethod of 
knowing and patting the right peo­
ple on the back. Brotherhood, it’s 
wonderful.
The dialogue is direct w ith  a 
running smoothness that gives the  
reader an easy tim e breezing
through two and a half pages of 
cynical reading on clubs and club 
meetings.
Three short poems are included  
in this spring’s Mountaineer. Mary 
Fran Law has a short thought on 
appreciation in Brilliant Through 
Winter. She asks the question, 
literally, w hy do w e scorn and re­
vile old things that oncer" seemed  
good after we discover something 
new w hich w e consider better?
Boston, Early March, by W alter 
King is two short verses on the 
joyous anticipation of spring. It 
takes King only eight lines to get 
his thought across, w hich lim its 
the reader from having to probe 
several m inutes betw een lines to 
find out w hat the poem is all about.
Barbara Dockery’s  The Locked  
Door is a sim ple poetic venture^— 
she wants a key to the door of 
understanding that w ill admit one 
to a person’s guarded secrets, but 
better yet, she wants the formula 
that w ill let the secrets come out 
by them selves, freely and unaided.
Campus Beauty Shop
Carries
REVELON FASHION PLATE  
REVELON POLISH  
REVELON LIPSTICK  
AQUAMARINE LOTION
WANT TO EARN 
$ 9 0 0 0  A YEAR?
i l
A career in  life insurance 
selling can.be both profitable 
and satisfying . . . w ith your 
income lim ited only by your 
own efforts. M any of our rep­
resentatives earn $4,000 to  
$9,000 a year, and more! W e 
invite you to  send for our 
scientific Aptitude Test, which 
measures your qualifications 
for this interesting work.
After taking the test, you’ll 
hear from our manager in or 
near your community. I f  you  
q u a lify , h e ’ll exp la in  our  
excellent on-the-job training 
course and the famous M utual 
Lifetime Compensation Plan,’ 
which provides liberal com­
missions, service fees and a  
substantial retirement income 
at 65. M ail the coupon today!
THE MUTUAL UFE
INSURANCE COMPANY of NEW YORK
34 Nassau Street 
New York 5. N. Y. 
FIRST II
Alexander E. Patters©* 
President
AMERICA
PLEA SE SEND A PTITUDE TEST
CONGRATULATIONS KAIMIN
You Are Always Welcome at 
The
Western Montana 
National Bank
MISSOULA, M ONTANA
Friendly Service Since 1889
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Reporter Has Busy Time 
Covering Old Clarkia Club
Clarkia, a women’s social organization in 1905, made many 
a bold and brazen decision in its meetings and debates at MSU.
The Kaimin news reporter who covered one of their pro­
grams had this to say:
“The first programme was of 
miscelaneous character, the most 
interesting feature w.as the im­
promptu debate in which the nega­
tive proved to Clarkia’s satisfac­
tion that it was not improper for 
young women to sit on the bleech- 
ers and assist iii rooting.”
This old edition of the Kaimin 
also records how big-hearted the 
gals were in the good old days. 
Another report from Clarkia 
reads:
“If the new members do not 
show the college men that they can 
debate it is not because they have 
no powers in that line, but because 
of their generous dispositions in 
leaving to the men the honors.”
“Huge volumes could be written 
of the excellent qualities displayed 
by our new Clarkias and their ini­
tiation, but of course even though 
it would be instructive as well as 
entertaining, the forms can not be 
revealed, it ’s all a secret as yet,” 
the reporter continued.
(Additional grad, news can be 
found in Section Three of the 
Kaimin Anniversary edition.)
Mary E. L e ic h n e r  ’38, now Mrs. 
Robert W. Vanderslice, has been 
an employee of O’Harilon Roberts, 
agency, in Los Angeles, 
a national insurance inspection
During the war Mrs. Vanderslice 
worked for the Stanford Research 
Institute which was experimenting 
with synthetic rubber.
Mrs. Vanderslice sends “good 
wishes to Andy Cogswell and to 
Edward Dugan and good luck to 
the Kaimin.”
Arnold A. Riven ’47 is now re­
porting for Hospital Magazine as 
Washington correspondent.
“My period with the Kaimin 
ended so recently that many pres­
ent day staff members know as 
much about it as I do. However, I 
still get the most fun out of re­
membering the night, shortly be­
fore Foresters’ ball in 1943, when 
Editor Ray Fenton Was having 
trouble filling, so he and I con­
cocted a story about somebody 
stealing ‘Big Bertha,’ the Foresters’ 
moose head. (This is a confession 
Ray, please forgive me.) We plas­
tered it all over page one, put the 
paper to bed, then went over to 
the Forestry building and stole the 
moose head so the Kaimin would 
be telling the truth. The Foresters 
instantly blamed the Lawyers.
- “Tom Patterson, the assistant 
shop foreman, had helped us carry 
the head out/ and he let us hide 
it in the Stockroom. A few days 
later, the Foresters got wind of it
COmC MAGAZINE 
FAILED TO CLICK
In January, 1922, the journalism 
students were planning to publish 
a new comic magazine.
“Silver Tip” and “The Grizzly" 
were the names most likely to suc­
ceed for the new creation. The 
editors werfe offering a year’s sub­
scription for the best name sub­
mitted for the magazine.
Through jokes, poems, and car­
toons contributed by the students, 
the magazine was to be one which 
Montana would be proud of, ac­
cording to one of the editors.
MSU NEEDS MORE 
TRACK ASPIRANTS
“ ‘Montana must have more men 
out for track,’ said Coach Bierman. 
It is his final call for men to battle 
for the Grizzly honor on the track 
this year. ‘Unless more men turn 
out at once Montana’s prospects 
for a strong team are indeed poor,’ 
he said.”
Times haven’t changed much 
since March of 1922.
and came over in a body to re­
claim Bertha. We- always sus­
pected that Sarge Hardy, shop 
foreman, had gotten tired of hav­
ing that .moose staring at him  
whenever he entered the stock - 
room and had tipped off the For­
esters.”
Mr. Riven sends to the Kaimin 
on its 50th anniversary his sin­
cere congratulations. He says, “the 
Kaimin has provided a start in 
journalism for many w ell known 
men and women and, even more 
important, it has helped to train 
the real backbone of American 
journalism, the obscure, unher­
alded guy who just reports the 
news.”
Robert R. Blakeslee '32 is now  
the district representative for *he 
Union Oil company of CalifoLda, 
in Nevada and eastern Washing­
ton. He has been with the Unoin 
Oil company for 12 years.
“Through the years the tradition I 
of Singing on the Steps remains 
very vivid to me. There is no bet­
ter expression of m y feelings than 
the old sond ‘Old College Chums’ 
as we used to sing it on the Main 
hall steps.
“Congratulations to the Montana 
Kaimin on the fine job it is  doing. 
That too is a tradition.”
Charles H. Crouse ’38 is now ex ­
ecutive secretary of the Montana 
State Farm Bureau.
“I noted quite a bit of enthusi­
asm in the 1948 ASMSU elections, 
but some alums will remember an­
other outburst of enthusiasm back 
about 12 years ago when eggs
Bring the Kaimin;
Get A Present
The 1905 Kaimin advertisers 
used many fetching methods to 
woo the college consumer that 
might be frowned upon and con­
sidered unethical by E. B. Dugan 
and his untra-modern advertising 
class of 1948.
One such advertiser in a local 
grocery stated that “Any student 
or reader of the Kaimin that w ill 
bring the Kaimin to our store and 
buy $2 worth of us in any depart­
ment, w ill receive a nice present. 
No present unless you bring the 
Kaimin with you.”
Five Choices for 
MSU Courses 
Listed in 1901
Pick a major, you have five  
choices; a B A . in the Classics; a 
Ph.D. in philosophy, a B. S. in 
science, or a B.M.E. in mechanical 
engineering. The field is rather 
narrow. Of course there is the 
preparatory courses for college and 
one can study assaying.
In 1901 this was the list offered 
to qualified students. Fbr further 
information, one was invited to 
write to President Craig, care of 
Montana State University, Mis­
soula, Mont., or to inquire in per­
son at University hall. It was easy 
to find as only two buildings dotted 
the campus then.
figured prominently in a pre-elec­
tion rally.
“My sincere congratulations to 
the J-school staff, who for 50 years 
have assisted embryo journalists 
publish a paper that is a credit to 
Montana State University.”
Jack E. Coulter ’26, now editor- 
published of the Ravalli Republi­
can, writes, “As business manager 
of the Kaimin for 1925-26, I 
maintained the large volume of 
national advertising started by 
my predecessor. The heavy load of 
national ads resulted in the Kai­
min coming closer to breaking 
even than it had ever done before. 
At that time the business manager 
got paid, but the editor did not.”
Paul J. Malone ’35 is now resi­
dent agent for the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation in Sacramento, I 
Calif. Bill Stevens ’40 is now work­
ing on the Western Livestock Re­
porter in Billings.
“The best story the Kaimin car­
ried while I was on the staff was 
w,hen the campus sheet scooped 
the Daily Missoulian in a special 
freshman edition with the story 
that Doug Fessenden had been 
named head football coach,” recalls 
Nick M. Mariana *38.
Mariana, now a Unted Press 
sports writer and Veterans Ad­
ministration training officer, tells, 
“A telegram to Doug on a hunch 
brought confirmation. The special 
edition hit the campus and Mis­
soula shortly after lunch, and the 
story didn’t break until four hours 
later that afternoon in the Sen­
tinel.”
Colin W. Raff ’35, city editor of ; 
The Salt Lake Telegram says, “I’m 
sure all of us who’ve worked on the 
Kaimin remember many happy and 
profitable times. And, thanks to the 
Schoql of Journalism, the Kaimin 
alumni w ill stack up with the 
best.”
“Press days in the old ‘Shack,’ 
when the entire building would 
shake from the vibrations of the 
press, were really events of im­
portance, especially when Dean 
Stone was trying to pass his Mon­
tana history on to embryonic jour­
nalists above the rumble,” writes 
Ralph A. Jackson ’40. Jackson is 
now a department manager for 
J. C. Penney in Missoula.
“The Kaimin has accomplished 
much and is indeed a credit to 
MSU,” is the belief of Mrs. L. G. 
McKown ’28, now a- housewife , 
making her home in Watsonville, 
Calif.
DON’T BE FOOLED BY FANCY PRICES! 
Top-Gra<Je Gas at
SPUR GAS
Can Save You Money!
REGULAR 76 OCTANE only - - - - 28%c a gal.
ETHYL 80 OCTANE o n ly ..................28%c a gal.
Why Pay More?
500 E. Spruce—Opposite the Brewery SPUR GAS
Former Kaimin Staffers in 
Cold; Cruel World Send 
Anniversary Data, Greetings
Kaimin Reporter Endorses 
Tennis Game; Good Exercise
MSU 1900—The game of lawn 
tennis has made its way into the 
athletic life of the university stu­
dents and some of the young men 
and women have been taking an 
interest in the game. It certainly 
would be a splendid move if ad­
ditional courts were laid out and 
more of the students would interest 
themselves in this amusement.
Tennis has always been a ladies 
game and certainly the girls here 
should interest themselves in it 
for there is no better game for 
the healthful exercise of the 
muscles of the body, that is if you 
play a good game and every girl 
should play her best, not only for 
the purpose of health but to win  
and keep from being outplayed by 
her stronger brother.
Mental Benefits
The mental and moral benefits 
to be derived from the game are 
certanily worth commenting upon. 
The quick decision, the accurate 
judgment, the steady purpose are 
as essential to the game as the
1909 Version of 
Ideal Student 
Pegged by Faculty
In 1909 the Kaimin was trying 
to find out what matter of man 
the ideal student should be like, 
as judged by the faculty.
The following is typical of the 
answers given to the Kaimin by 
the faculty.
“The ideal student is the stu­
dent with high ideals both as to
correct eye, the firm hand and the 
active movement. Socially, the 
pleasure of active exercise in the 
open air with the congenial part­
ners o f  the field where each is  
willing to render or accept the little  
courtesies of the game, and the 
interest of friendly spectators all 
unite to make up the enjoyment 
of the sport.
Croquet Going:
• Croquet was an enjoyable game 
before tennis appeared but the 
action of the latter has taken many 
players from the croquet field.
Tennis is, like every other sport, 
capable of abuse, but the game 
should not suffer from the fact that 
a few imprudent girls have out­
played their strength.
The sight of a green court with  
the girls in bright gowns and the 
boys in light suits is a pleasing one 
but it takes more than a pretty 
gown and a fair day to play a game 
I of tennis. A short skirt should be  
worn that movement may be made 
as easy as possible. *I
character and scholarship. He Is
I not among those “who know not 
what they do,’ but is guided by a 
strong, ever-present purpose. He 
loves knowledge and works to  
gain it, not his instructors’ grade 
mark. He does not hurry through 
college, does not over-burden him­
self with excess hours, but leaves 
time for other means of culture 
than the lecture room and labora­
tory.
“He loves his University, is loyal 
to it, respects its authority, and is 
true to those under whom and 
'w ith whom he is working.”
Mother’s CULTERIZED
POTATO BREAD
The greatest improvement in bread making 
since Grandma used potatoes!
^  Finer Flavor
Tops in Nourishment
^  Freshness That Stays
Bon Ton Bakery
J
Best Wishes to The Kaimin on its 50th Birthday 
505 West Front Phone 4500
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’41 Kidnapping 
Planned By 
Kaimin Editor
News was breaking slow  for the 
Kaimin in the Winter of ’41. To 
enliven the Kaim in’s news the  
editor planned a campus kidnap­
ing.
Duncan (Scotty) Campbell ’41 
recalls, “it was the big story of 
the year and w e of the Kaimin 
staff helped make the news.
“Som ehow the windows of the  
forestry school w ere conveniently  
unlocked; the watchman’s rounds 
had been tim ed and it took five  
lawyers and a Kaim in staff m em ­
ber only 20 minutes to unbolt the 
forester’s B ig Bertha moose head 
o ff the w all and out to a prede­
termined place, of hiding.
“However, in the nearly two  
w eeks tim e before the second lar­
gest stuffed moose head in  the 
U.S. w as returned, m uch hap­
pened,” Campbell recalls.
“Though I had taken great pre­
cautions, the foresters became 
convinced that I knew m ore than  
m et the eye o f the Kaimin read­
ers. On one occasion I argued 
nearly three hours proclaiming 
m y innocence to prevent being  
taken out in the forest, chained to 
a  tree, and le ft there naked at the  
m ercy of H ellgate’s w intry blasts.
“I told the truth; I didn’t know  
where Bertha was. The lawyers 
had moved the huge evidence to 
safer hiding the following night, 
and I preferred to be kept in  ig ­
norance of this hideout. Things 
w ere approaching a boiling point.”
Scotty, now  general advertising  
manager on the M ontana-Stan- 
dard-Post in  Butte, confesses, “I 
perspired freely during those two  
long weeks. The frosh foresters 
convinced m e they’d feel no com­
punction whatsoever of ridding 
th is world of anyone connected 
w ith  kidnapping their sacred 
moose. One afternoon a  delega­
tion of foresters marched into the 
journalism school and dragged m e  
out to another hot, tem per-tight 
inquisition.
“The p ay-off came on the day  
the moose w as m ysteriously re­
turned. Ed Dugan (assistant pro­
fessor o f journalism ) assigned m e 
to  go over and get a picture of the 
happy homecoming. He had no 
worries—the camera w as insured. 
K en Kizer came along to block for 
m e. It is probably the only pic­
ture ever taken of B ig Bertha by  
a photographer on a dead run."
Grizzly-Bobcat 
Test Discontinued
B y BELL McCALL 
In 1935 Montana sent a chal­
lenge to the Cow College concern­
ing a beard-growing contest.
The original challenge w as sent 
by th e U nviersity to the State col­
lege and appeared in  the Kaimin  
and the Exponent as follows: 
“The m en of both schools w ill 
not shave until after the Bobcat- 
Grizzly game in  Butte, Nov. 10. 
The coeds w ill go w ithout m akeup.
“On that date the students on  
the victorious side w ill shave and 
m ake up their sm iling and shin­
ing faces. The losing team  sup­
porters w ill go on as before until 
Thanksgiving.” i
You can readily see  w hat hap­
pened to that challenge, and w hy  
it  never becam e a tradition b e­
tw een the schools. It w as stated  
that season that the Bobcats w ere  
better losers than th e Grizzlies. 
They should be, they have had  
more experience at it.
The Bobcats lost that game, 25- 
0, and judging from  their clean  
record since that tim e, it’s lucky  
they turned down the proposal 
next year or they m ight have been  
m istaken for a northern branch of 
the House of David.
Early Sports 
Varied; Girls 
Restricted
The young U niversity had sports 
activities back in  ’01. The boys 
played/ football, basketball, base­
ball, and competed in  track. The 
girls w ere restricted to law n tennis 
and basketball.
There w ere intrastate struggles 
in all these sports. The m en played  
Fort Shaw, Butte high school, Fort 
M issoula, Eastern Washington, and 
Bozeman.
The girls’ basketball team sched­
uled games w ith Butte and Helena  
high school girls. The girls m ust 
have played a rough game as a  
Miss Jeanette Rankin fractured a  
nasal bone in  one of the games.
Even that early in  the sports h is­
tory of the school, the athletic de­
partm ent w as suffering from a 
shortage of money. The football 
manager pleaded for the players to  
turn in all the equipm ent that w as  
issued to them  as the departm ent 
didn’t have m oney to buy more.
Here’s what the boys looked like in 1897, See if you can identify them, 
the beginning of the Grizzly football era.
Ye O lde Poem 
From Hermes 
Gives Lowdown
One of the outstanding features 
in the Kaim in in  1935 w as called  
“Hermes.” A  sort of catch-all 
column about varsity life  usually  
written in  rhyme.
About track stars, Hermes said, 
“The m ile run is  a case of one 
darh fool after another.”
“Poem? I don’t  care to  put the  
shot
Jum pin’ don’t interest me; 
Javelin  throwing’s got no kick, 
And hurdling’s tw ice as silly; 
The distance runs are plenty  
tough,
And pole vault ain’t no cinch, 
The broad jump w orks up to  
m uch sweat,
I wouldn’t jump an inch.
A  hundred years? That ain’t no 
' dash—
That’s half w ay through life.
A  quarter mile? To heck w ith  
that,
. I ’d sooner take a w ife.
Those athlete boys that honor 
crave,
Are welcom e to such as is.
I ’ll take the easy side o f life  
A ’m inding m y ow n biz.” 
Hermes’ love w as reserved for 
I the Kaim in reporters. H e w rote a 
poem on their efficiency:
“He hobbled up to th e fin ish  
line,
A  m ile-running Sim ple Simon, 
‘Too late, m y boy,’ the judge did  
say,
‘The story’s already in  the  
Kaim in.’ ”
Kaimin Plugging, Long Struggle 
Cure ‘Deplorable Tennis Courts’
“Tennis Courts Deplorable,” stated the headlines of the Jan. 
29, 1946, issue of the Kaimin, and they were. It took two issues
to tell about the defects of the 
Tennis players were out or 
rock base, and a cinder sub-sur-< 
face; there w as no drainage sys­
tem and the nets sagged; the lines 
w ere hardly visible, but to  top  
it  a ll off there w as an insufficient 
amount of benches for the players 
and stray spectators to sit on.
W hat to do? W ell it  w as a long  
struggle- and much plugging on the 
part of the Kaim in staff, but, lo -  
and-behold, just one year and a 
few  short m onths after this head­
line first appeared in the Kaim in  
the tennis courts w ere repaired and 
are now  in a first-class condition.
The tennis players can be proud 
to carry their rackets over to the 
courts now, and no longer have to  
run from  tree to tree to hide for 
fear someone m ight see them  going  
over to play on those “deplorable 
courts.”
MARY’S LAMB MINUS 
THE VERNACULAR STYLE
Tradition testifies, and history  
verifies the testim ony that one 
Mary w as at one tim e possessed of 
a youthful member o f the genus 
sheep, w hose excellence of blood  
and neatness of manner rendered  
his, or her, exterior fringe as 
beautifully translucent as the  
driven snow; and it  is stated in  the 
m ost authentic manner that no­
w here did the charming little  lady  
perambulate, but the aforem en­
tioned quadrupedal vertebrate did  
w ith alacrity appromimate-thither.
courts.
a limb. The courts lacked a
Kaimin Was 
Bum Paper 
Said Oldsters
Hot-headed letters to the Kaimin 
staff sire not unique in  their atti­
tude toward the present day publi- 
caion. In 1909 a lot of students had 
things on th eirm inds too.
Som e comments on one issue 
that year were:
“R o tte n ,n o t w oth 2 sents. I’d 
like m y doller bak agen.”
“It looks pretty on the outside, 
but the inside’s rank; a ll pilfered  
from the D aily M issoulian.”
‘You’ll have to hustle if this is 
the best.”
One reader marked every aspect 
of the issue in the follow ing way:
“O.K.”— a poem, editorial by the 
president, and exchanges.
“Fair”— an article, “On the Cam­
pus,” .by a student.
“Grade C”— a special story by 
a student.
“D aily M issoulian a month ago” 
— the president’s inaugural ad­
dress.
These irate readers w ent further 
in cotament, doubting the need qf 
the advisory board, saying the 
Kaim in had a bum staff.
One reader said it w as good,
Grid Game 
Was R ough
Football has alw ays been the  
sport of gladiators but has gotten  
som ewhat easier on the partici­
pants in the last few  decades.
If you think football is rough 
now, you m ight wonder w hy old  
tim ers say it’s child’s play com­
pared w ith  th e game they used to  
play.
The m ain reason for that state­
m ent you hear so often w as th e  
poor equipm ent available in  th e  
early days of pigskin pushing, and 
the poor conditions under w hich  
the gam e w as played.
A  look at some o f the statistics 
in  the K aim in. in the fa ll o f 1909 
should convince skeptics that 
w hether the accusations of th e old  
tim ers be true or false, th ey  really  
played for keeps. In a nine-year  
period from 1901 to 1909, as nearly  
as could be figured, 115 m en w ere  
killed and 13,407 m ore w ere in ­
jured— in the United States, not on  
th e Grizzly turf.
but that a freshman could te ll just 
as m uch and gave the nam e “So ­
ciety o f United Mummies” to “the 
Kaim in staff.
In answer to these comments, 
the disillusioned journalists com­
posed the follow ing poem:
“Who is it works w ith m ight 
and m ain
Som e interest to arouse? -
Who’s1 asked a hundred tim es  
a day,
‘Wann kommpt der Kaim in  
ous?”
Who gets no ‘copy’ save by  
force,
And w hen her breath is spent,
In getting out an issue hears,
I ‘It isn’t w oth a sent’.”
for off
Musical Note Record Shop
Form erly SNEAD SALES Co.
614 South H iggins Phone 5954
Best Wishes to the Kaimin on its 50th Birthday
?>L H IR Y
For health, vitality, and strength try our ho­
mogenized, pasteurized dairy products—butter, 
milk, cream, buttermilk.
The Community Creamery
Phone 3174
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THE MERCANTILE . . . 1865! 
Established an early policy to 
bring to Western Montana famous- 
name quality at the lowest 
possible price.
IN THE HEART OF MISSOULA!
. . . and firmly established in the heart of 
every Western Montana family. YEARS
THE MERCANTILE TODAT 
• 83 years young and proud of evei
year m our past record! Ever determine 
to expand, progress and serv
out 0.0 r e v e r e d  boo-5 EVEKY 1
in all the tno-t ' hold  i u  shape and j
H A T  k  goatanteeO u> I
knep i n  color.
fine  FURNISHINGS. 
pK nox and Stetson Hats,
I I  Manhattanand'
a,|m 11 Ml Monarch Shirts,
i f  Or. J ae g er 's  Wool Underv/ear.
id  T ra d e  M ark  81 ,»«>• B l O E N T .s  KID G LO V ES.
IMkry hcwrhrt IfW* \  FINE NECK.W E AlR,
t a w T r t d e f w * |  Ana,co»Pi«. *
Men's andVouth’s
Ready-to-Wear
M en’s  H o se , -  2 6 c , 3 Sc, 
L ad ie s ’ ”  2 5  3 5 , 5 0 c
H m tto Uosfe are the
MERCANTILE Ife a ffeSj Ve stel 
family needs in br*n
K A IM IN  f  a S d f e F i.R S T  iss «̂ 
K A X M IN  a d v e r t e d -
t dy-to-ww
n
In 1865 our fou n d ers, determined to bring to all of Western
Montana a complete shopping center, instituted a policy to feature
brand-name quality at the lowest possible price! Strict
adherence to this policy, coupled with the principles of truth, courtesy,
service and civic participation has expanded THE MERCANTILE
fro m  a humble beginning, to a position prominent among
retail organizations throughout the Northwest.
As we look back over fourscore years of service
it gives us a proud sense of oneness with our community and
state to recall that THE MERCANTILE has progressed step by step
with Missoula and Western Montana. For this progress we owe a
debt of gratitude to our many, many customers and friends
throughout Western Montana. It has been your support, and that
of your fathers and mothers that has enabled us
to achieve this enviable record!
With “hats off” to the past... we look to the future with continued 
confidence that the principles and policies set by our founders are the 
corner stones upon which this business will continue to, grow 
and progress with all of Western Montana.
As one “Old Timer” to another... we say, “CONGRATULATIONS” 
to the MONTANA KAIMIN! Your record, too, has been 
one of progress and public service! We both can affirm 
“Hats off to the past... COATS OFF FOR THE FUTURE!”
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Down Went the Maine;
Up Came the Montana Kaimin 
To Foster Lasting MSU Spirit
Fifty Years Ago Today the Kaimin Came 
On the Scene As A Literary Monthly Providing
books, work on new buildings, and 
interesting campus visitors.
"The board of editors,” said the 
Kaimin in its second issue, "have 
decided to publish during the pre­
sent school year, eight issues; each  
issue to contain (exclusive of those 
devoted to advertisem ents), at 
least fourteen pages— pages which  
w e expect to be interesting and 
original.”
“Inducement to Literary Efforts”
"Sad were'all hearts on the chill winter morning,
When the news flashed from Cuba, across the blue waves;
How the gallant ship Maine had been wrecked without warning 
And scores of brave sailors found cold, watery gi-aves.”
With many other literary gems like the one above, the Kai­
min moved out into the world on June 1, 1898. It was about 
a month after Admiral Dewey destroyed the Spanish fleet in 
Manila bay, three and one-half months after the sinking of
Bj-------:---------------------------------------------the Maine.
The debut of the 26-page, 9x12 
Kaim in received no comment from  
the world of journalism. It w as  
too busy keeping up w ith  the W il­
liam  Randolph Hearst-Joseph P u l­
itzer circulation battle in  N ew  
York, the annexation of th e Ha­
waiian Islands, and the new  fad  
of pedaling m errily along on a b i­
cycle built for two.
“The students have fe lt the need  
of some common interest, som e­
thing around w hich they could  
rally,” ed itor-in-chief Charles P ix -  
ley  ’98 said in  his initial editorial.
“In v iew  of th is they have begun  
a college paper, of w hich this is  
the first issue. The Kaimin w ill 
foster a true .and lasting college  
spirit among us. It w ill afford in ­
ducem ent to literary efforts. It 
w ill work for the interests of the 
University, and not least of all, 
w ill be a good advertising medium  
for the merchants f of M issoula. 
There is a season for football, base­
ball, and tennis; but a college pa­
per m ust be perennial. The K ai­
m in w ill bid you w elcom e at the  
beginning of the college year, it 
w ill be w ith  you during the year, 
and bid you farew ell at the d ose .”
While the Kaimin w as to “work 
for the interests of the U niversity,” 
Editor P ix ley  lost no tim e in  lev ­
eling an editorial blast at the Span­
iards.
“Spain represents the last stage 
of perverted cause,” the Kaimin 
said, “w h ile  America stands in  the 
front rank of that cause and is  the 
world’s heralder of truth. Then 
where right and wrong conflict, it 
is the very nature of things that 
war only can w ipe off these lep ­
rosy spots of the earth and estab­
lish  the right. Everything that is  
dearest to Am erican hearts has 
been won on the field  of battle. 
And w hat w e enjoy w e are w illing  
to give to others.”
The m onthly Kaim in sold for 
15 cents a copy, or one dollar a 
year.
Issue number two came o ff the 
presses in  November, 1898, w ith  
Ellis Sedm an ’01, as editor. P io ­
neering Editor P ix ley  w ent to  
Rush M edical college in Chicago.
Empress Elizabeth of Austria- 
Hungary, w ife  of Franz-Joseph, 
had been assassinated Sept. 10; the 
peace treaty betw een Am erica H  
Spain w as to be signed Dec. 10. 
The Kaimin took no notice of such 
activities, but concentrated on 
reporting “The Legend of the Pipe 
of Peace,” the varsity’s losing of 
the football game w ith Helena high  
school, such matters as the latest
Volume two, number three came 
out in Feb., 1899, the same month 
in w hich the U.S. Senate ratified  
our treaty w ith  Spain.
“By the tim e th is issue of the 
students’ paper appears, the U ni­
versity w ill be perm anently loca­
ted in  its new  quarters, and the 
institution w ill have entered upon 
a new  era of prosperity and pro­
gress. . . Saturday, February 18th, 
w hen the formal opening of the  
new  University takes place w ill 
be a memorable day in the history  
of the institution, and second in  
importance only to that day in  
Septem ber of ’95, w hen the first 
fifty  students w ere enrolled.”
In May, 1899, volum e two, num ­
ber four’ came out.
“It w as through no fault of the  
Board of Editors,” the Kaim in said, 
“that the-publication of this num ­
ber of the Kaim in w as so long de­
layed.
“For financial reasons it became 
necessary to m ake arrangements 
w ith some firm outside of Missoula 
for the printing o f the paper, so 
it w as arranged that the State 
Publishing company of Helena 
should print the rem aining issues.
“This is w hat caused the delay; 
and because of this delay the next 
number o f the paper w ill probably 
be published -Within tw o w eeks  
after the publication of this issue.”
And the Kaim in kept its word, 
but it w as a hard struggle.
Editor Sedm an’s final Kaim in  
carried a variety of intellectual 
chitchat on W ordsworth, Coler­
idge, and Raskin; war; education; 
and “Pecuniary Aid for Poor Col­
lege Students.” Along w ith such 
literary efforts w ere mundane
Name Is From
Selish Ind ians
H ie  Selish had a word for it.
Charles P ix ley  ’98, the Kaim in’s 
first editor, recalls that Katie Ro- 
nan ’99, suggested the Selish In ­
dian word meaning “something 
written” or “a m essage” for the 
now 50-year-old student new spa­
per.
P ixley took his pre-m ed work  
at M.S.U. in 1897-98. In  a recent 
letter to the Kaimin P ixley  said, 
“The success of the University and 
all its literary and athletic activi­
ties have more than fu lfilled Dr. 
Craig’s (first M.S.U. president) 
predictions.”
Dr. P ix ley  practiced medicine 
in Oregon after his graduation 
from medical school. He is re­
tired now and lives in Grants Pass, 
Oregon.
comments like, “M iss Rankin of I 
the freshman class has been su f­
fering w ith neuralgia caused by a 
wisdom  tooth. Miss Rankin should  
have been smart enough to have  
these out long ago.”
In November, 1899— under new  
managem ent—the Kaim in got up 
steam. Eight issues came out, in ­
cluding a special Christmas edition  
w hich had som ething new — a pale  
pink cover in place o f the usual
rhite.
W hile ex-E ditor Sedm an w ent 
ast to Harvard, the new  editor, 
Lathryne W ilson, finally  made the  
Laimin’s editorial page “published  
lonthly” statem ent com e true.
But even  so, the once-a-m onth  
outine w as a tough road, since 
rie Kaim in depended upon volun- 
iry  contributions.
“We hope our readers have not 
ist  patience w ith  us,” Editor W il- 
on opined in her March, 1900, i s -  
ue “We w ere late in getting the  
aper started at the beginning of 
' ie year, if they w ill remember, 
_fated publishing
the issues as near together.as pos­
sible, yet in several instances the  
printing of the paper has ben de­
layed by the non-appearance of 
promised contributions, and w hen  
the material comes up m issing, the 
paper does also.”
The same sad story w as repeated  
in the April issue, w hen Miss W il­
son w rote that she hoped “next 
year’s board of editors w ill succeed 
in im pressing upon the students the  
necessity of having their contribu­
tions in on tim e. We have tried  
to do so, but our efforts have m et 
w ith  scant success.”
Only journalism  students, it  
seems, know w hat deadline m eans, 
and even the Boer war didn’t re-, 
spect the Kaim in’s deadlines.
“We are going to cease writing  
editorials on the South African  
war,” Editor W ilson said, “and w e  
suppose our readers are glad to 
learn it. We are sure that if  the 
realized the awkward position in  
w hich they place us every month, 
they would regulate the results of 
their battles to conform w ith  our 
editorials. As sure as w e record 
an English victory, the English are 
defeated before the paper appears. 
If w e comment on the defeat of the 
Boers, w e learn that they have  
killed a thousand or tw o English. 
But w hat are w e  to do? Speak 
now, then forever hold our peace.”
The Kaim in for May, 1900, w as  
the m ost “elaborate issue that has  
yet been attem pted in  the history  
of the paper.”
It w as filled  w ith  stories and pic­
tures of the s ix  university depart­
m ents, and the class of ’00.
The yellow  cover w as decorated  
w ith fancy scrolls and silver type. 
In addition to cartoons of the sev ­
en graduating seniors, and pic­
tures of thfe various departm ents, 
the Kaim in w ent w ild  over “O ur  
Champion,” Lawrence H eckler, 
w ho w on first prize in  the fir st  
m eeting of the State Oratorical, 
league, w hich w as held on cam-* 
pus. «
“C.H.C.,” w ho covered the con­
test for the Kaim in, wrote that the*
(p le ase  see p ag e  tw o )
%
Registration Exceeds by 135 
P re d ic te d  3,100 Mark Grizzly Tankers Trounce Gats r .
In 63-12 Win; Set New Record Year Total
tn*  Over 'cats
tJ * ------ — ,
m
Ye Olde Thanksgiveyng Editione 4 Debaters Win
At Oregon Meet
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Kaimin Hailed 
Heckler in ’00
(continued from  page one)
students “yelled and cheered and 
threw their hats in the air, and the 
band burst forth in inspiring 
strains. Heckler was borne up and 
down main hall on the shoulders 
of the excited crowd and finally 
packed into the bus with the band 
and driven to town to the tune of 
a triumphant march. . . and so for 
the first time in the history of the 
University, Missoula saw a real 
college celebration.”
By November, 1900, the Kaimin 
was well established, and it rolled 
smoothly along, with sufficient 
contributions.
. But the next issue hit a snag. 
Pages 15 and 16 were blank ex ­
cept for three lines of 36-point 
type which read, “This Space is 
Blank on Account of Promised 
Contributors Failing to Contrib­
ute.”
Perhaps the statement chastened 
the contributors and spurred them  
on, for the next issues were com­
pletely filled with literary efforts 
entitled, “The Genius of Robert 
Burns,” “Death in Its Relation to 
Evolution,” “The Legend of Black 
Hawk,” and many more.
Outstanding local items included 
the fact that the “class of Naughty- 
One planted a vine and dedicated 
a rock on Arbor Day: Like the
vine, they expect to attain great 
heights and like the rock endure 
steadfastly, for they remember the 
old saying that ‘the good die 
young.’ ”
Samples of Kaimin humor in ­
clude the following:
Most all the islands rise or sink
Or somewhat shift around;
Bnt if you want firm land, I 
think
You’ll find Long Island Sound, 
and
They won’t allow a person to 
take money into the library 'now.
Why not?
Because money talks.
The commencement issue for 
May, 1901, went back to high 
school antics, and printed a class 
alphabet, prophecy, history, and 
will.
The nine members of the “class 
of Naughty-One” wrote a magnif­
icent document and bestowed their 
dignity, brains, patience, varied 
experience, and bright ideas onto
Get up a party and come 
down for a couple of 
lines at . . .
Liberty
BOWLING CENTER
211 East Main
. . . home of all Intra­
mural bowling compe­
tition.
—Best Wishes 
to the KAIMIN on 
its 5Qth Birthday
everybody who remained.
In October, 1901, the Kaimin en­
tered its fourth year of life with  
Benjamin D. Stewart as editor-in- 
chief.
Referring to the first football 
game of the year, the Kaimin 
sports department, in quaint and 
subdued language, noted that it 
“promises to equad any contest 
which has yet occurred in Mis­
soula.”
“The reputation which the Fort 
Shaw boys have attained as knights 
of the gridiron is enviable, and 
our boys w ill have to do sharp 
work to down them. We are con­
fident, however, that excellent 
material for a team of vanquish­
ers is to be found in the University 
this year, and it only requires such 
vigorous and well planned coach­
ing as Bean is giving the boys to 
develop them into invincibles. Let 
everyone turn out to the game re­
splendent in our college colors, 
and with voices prepared to rend 
the air with college yells.”
The school year 1901-02 was 
quite eventful for the rest of the 
world. Pres. William McKinley 
was shot Sept. 6, 1901, at the Pan 
American exposition ip Buffalo, 
N. Y.; Marconi sent a signal across 
the Atlantic from England to New­
foundland; 30,000 lives were lost 
in Martinique by the eruption of 
Mt. Pelee; the U.S. bought France’s 
rights and franchises in the Pan­
ama canal. On the campus, Sci­
ence hall was damaged by a fire 
about midnight March 14, 1902; 
Nellie Kelloge wrote a lengthy re- 
| view of her trip to Hawaii; the 
Hawthorne and Clarkia literary 
societies appeared before capacity 
audiences in Main hall with their 
annual programs of orations, vo- 
cal, and instrumental* solos; and 
George E. Barnes won the Mon­
tana State Oratorical association 
contest for MSU.
“With a new Woman’s hall, a 
new gymnasium and a second story 
addition to Science hall, the Uni­
versity leads the state institutions 
in- the matter of improvements 
this year,” crowed the Kaimin in 
its last issue of the year.
The next two years of Kaimin 
publication were in the same pat­
tern as before. Stories were a 
comment upon the campus and 
literary events. With a few  ex ­
ceptions the Kaimin adhered to its 
duty of being more or less a liter­
ary magazine. One change that 
emerged in 1903 under Editor 
George H. Greenwood, was the 
Kaimin’s first distinct athletic de­
partment.
In February, 1904, the news of 
the first SOS appeared as w ell as 
the story of the formation of the 
first Greek letter fraternity, Eta 
Phi Mu, a local. In March of the 
same year the Kaimin began plug­
ging for a student body association. 
It resulted in the formation of the 
Associated Students of the Uni­
versity of Montana.
October, 1904, brought about 
the first of many format changes
in the Kaimin. It was reduced 
from 9x12' tp 5%x7% inches. Edi­
tor John D. Jones ’00, told the 
campus that “the present manage­
ment havp thought it best to devi­
ate slightly from the time honored 
custom, hence the apology for the 
present form of the Kaimin. To 
our readers we hope this change 
will meet with thir approval.”
Editor Jones’ platform for 1904 
was, “In victory or defeat, weal or 
woe, however, wherever, Montana 
forever. Unflinching loyalty to our 
football team and all athletes. 
Firm support to our debaters and 
orators. To promulgate absolute 
unity in the support of all univer­
sity functions which w ill reflect 
credit upon the institution and to 
crush those which are detrimental. 
To make this the best year in the 
history of the Kaimin.”
In making the 1904 Kaimin the 
best in its history, Editor Jones 
succeeded fairly well. Attractive 
covers, feature departments, pic­
tures, and cartoons added novelty 
and interest.
From 1905 until 1909, the Kai­
min remained a literary publica­
tion, and each year saw its fea­
tures improved. During this time, 
Ralph Harmon (deceased); Charles 
P. Cotter, Townsend; James H. 
Bonner (deceased); May Murphy, 
Glendale college, Glendale, Calif.; 
Florence Thieme, (Mrs. Ray Ham­
ilton, Missoula); Winifred Feighn- 
er (deceased); J. B. Speer, uni­
versity comptroller; Ed Wenger, 
Anaconda; and Massey S. McCul­
lough, Missoula; helped make the 
Kaimin a success.
In 1908-09, under the editorship 
of Montana Boswell, it was appar­
ent that the Kaimin was changing 
to a newspaper. The literary de­
partment was smaller in size, while 
general local news and sports were 
emphasized more and more.
The important transition from 
monthly magazine to weekly news­
paper came in 1909 with Charles 
S. McCowan as editor. It was or­
ganized and financed by the board 
of directors of the University Press 
club, which was a corporation 
formed for the purpose of publish­
ing the weekly Kaimin. By sell­
ing 150 shares of stock to faculty 
members and students interested, 
a sufficient amount was raised to 
start the weekly publishing ven-1 
ture.
“The Weekly Kaimin is primar­
ily  a newspaper,” Editor McCow­
an said in his first editorial, “and 
in this function w ill exert every 
effort to ‘make good.’ It has its 
mission to perform and w e trust 
that the weekly, through its editor­
ial columns and its general tone, 
will place before the students, the 
faculty, the alumni, and their 
friends a clean, wholesome view  of 
college life and to represent the 
Montana spirit as it is found in the 
class room and athletic field, at 
work and at play in every phase 
of collegiate activities.”
George P. Stone ’13, succeeded 
McCowan as editor of the 8 page
Every day is bargain day when you shop with us—in 
both the grocery and flower departments.
Congratulation to the Montana Kaimin
Bitterroot Market
801 South Higgins
launched a campaign to make stu­
dents obey the tradition of not 
smoking on the oval or in univer­
sity buildings.
“It is all right for a man to go 
behind the buildings to take a 
smoke between classes,” the Kai­
min editorialized Npv. 14, 1912. 
“But a man has no right to smoke 
anywhere on the oval or in the 
buildings.
“The names of the men who 
smoke on the campus w ill here­
after be published on the front 
page of the Kaimin with a suitable 
epitaph.”
Accordingly, the next issue car­
ried a front-page box naming the 
five men who broke “Montana’s 
unwritten law against smoking on 
the campus.”
They were Barclay Craighead 
T6, La Rue Smith ’14, Harry Sewell 
’14, Stuart Nicholson ’14, and R. W. 
Wells ’14, class president.
The 1912 Grizzly football sched­
ule started out with eleven games 
planned for only s i x  ( w e r e  
played. Excessive rains, and diffi­
culties over guarantees, the Kai­
min reported on Dec. 12, were the 
main factors in the cancellation of 
games with Washington State, 
Puget Sound university, and the 
University of Idaho. Paul L. D om - 
blaser ’14 was captain of the Griz­
zlies that year.
Plans for the merger of all the 
state educational institutions into 
one “Greater University of Mon­
tana” gained impetus during the 
year, and the Kaimin extensively 
pumped for the merger. But in 
February, 1913, the Kaimin sadly 
announced that the bill had been 
defeated in the state senate. The 
editor excoriated the Garden city 
for its attitude against consolida­
tion, and its lack of genuine inter­
est other than financial in the 
university.
The Kaimin campaign for 
merger continued with a full page 
spread on Charter day, Feb. 21, 
1913. It contained a panorama of 
campus scenes along with stories 
quoting prominent educators.
“The time to begin the fight for 
reform is not next year,” the Kai­
min said, “not yet last year. It is 
NOW. As those inspiring words of 
the first president of the University 
reach every corner of the state: 
‘The University of Montana; it 
must prosper,’ and ‘State univer­
sities never die,’ the fight w ill be 
decided at the ballot box and the 
University—the Greater University 
—Will triumph.”
The Kaimin took time off from  
the campaign to put out a pink 
edition to send the Grizzlies off 
to Helena to play the Aggies for the 
state basketball championship. It 
was a “fierce struggle,” but the
(please see page  three)
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weekly. A subscription campaign 
was carried on during December 
1910. The piaper was then 12x18 
in. in size, and had begun to use 
cuts.
The University Press club edit­
ed the Weekly Kaimin from 1909 
to 1913, the year in which the 
School of Journalism was estab­
lished. In January, 1912, Kaimin 
stockholders voted to let the As­
sociated Students of the University 
of Montana assume control of the 
paper and delegate it to the School 
of Journalism. Of the 150 shares 
sold in the beginning, 116 were 
active at the-time ASUM took over 
the Kaimin. Stockholders were 
paid back at one dollar a share.
On May 23, 1912, the Kaimin 
headlined, “New President is Cho­
sen by Board,” and welcomed Dr. 
Edwin Boone Craighead, who came 
to Missoula from Tulane univer­
sity.
At the beginning of the next 
school jjear the Kaimin was owned 
by ASUM. Under the new owner­
ship, and with a new editor, Carl 
C. Dickey ’14, the Kaimin started 
the year with optimism and con­
fidence by headlining, “With New  
President and 104 New Students 
an Era of Prosperity opens for the 
University.” The 225-member 
freshman class was the largest in 
the history of the University. Kai- 
4nin offices were in the basement 
of the library building.
Theodore Roosevelt visited the 
campus April 11, 1911, and spoke 
to the students in Main hall.
Oct. 28, 1912, the Kaimin took 
a straw vote on the presidential 
candidates, who were William H. 
Taft, republican; Theodore Roose­
velt, progressive; Woodrow W il­
son, democrat; Eugene V. Debs, 
socialist; and Eugene W. Chaffin, 
prohibition.
Roosevelt took 84 of the 167 
votes cast; Wilson took 58; Taft, 14; 
Debs 8; and Chafin, 3.
“There were not less than 10 
ballots put in for Wilson by the 
same student,” the Kaimin report­
ed on Oct. 31, 1912.
“That student put them in think­
ing that his act was patriotic. He 
put the ballots in under the eyes of 
a Kaimin representative, however. 
So confident was he that he was 
not detected, he neglected to vary 
his handwriting.
“The Kaimin sleuth also reports 
that he thinks someone stuffed the 
box for Taft. If that is the case, Mr. 
Taft is in the same class with Mr. 
Chafin, whose platform (prohibi­
tion) is not usually popular with  
college students.
“The Taft ‘staffer’ took the pains 
to vary his handwriting and it is 
not as easy to state with certainty 
that he stuffed the box.”
In November, 1912, the Kaimin
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j Aggies retained their state crown.
The Grizzly lineup for the game 
was Streit, guard; Tabor, center; 
j Wolfe, guard; Dehert, forward;
! Cummins, forward.
In May, 1913, Paul L. Dornblaser 
*14 was elected president of the 
associated students. His opponent 
w as Carl C. Dickey, Kaimin editor.
The Kaimin headline for the j 
May 22, 1913 issue read, “You 
Must Be One Of The Varsity Stu­
dents N ext Year.” The Kaimin was 
going all-out in support of the U ni­
versity. It also carried an editorial 
rem inding the students that the 
“state university offers courses a l­
m ost as broad as those of any east­
ern university. Personal contact 
w ith  instructors more than over­
comes the paper superiority of the 
eastern colleges.”
Sept. 1913, the University began  
its nineteenth year w ith 20 new  
professors in the faculty* and over 
250 students.
It was an interesting year. The 
Grizzlies beat the Aggies in  foot­
ball and took the state champion­
ship; “Battleship” D o r n b l a s e r  
played his finest ball; A. L. Stone, 
editor of the Missoulian, delivered  
the Charter Day address; the for­
esters, lawyers, and freshmen took  
turns putting out an issue of the 
W eekly Kaimin; and the tracksters 
w on a triangular m eet from Boze­
m an and the School of Mines.
The 1914-15 year started out 
w ith more than seven hundred stu­
dents enrolled. The Kaim in’s new  
editor w as Percy N. Stone, and the 
new  masthead read, “The Montana 
Kaim in.”
The Grizzly football season w as 
the “greatest ever,” w ith  seven  
wins, no; losses; the first Aber day 
w as April 17, 1915; the Grizzlies 
took the basketball championship 
w hen the Aggies refused to play a 
third game. Bozeman disputed the 
University’s claim, but it w as plain  
to the Kaimin that since the Griz­
zlies had a “lead of s ix  points in  
the two games played, the Aggies 
have lost the state championship.”
One of the biggest steps in  the 
growth of the Kaimin w as taken in  
1915 w hen, under Emmet Riordan, 
the Kaim in appeared for the first 
tim e as a sem i-w eekly. Riordan’s 
term w as finished out by Edwin J. 
Stanley.
A  policy of conservative makeup 
and newsiness w as carried out by  
Clarence K. Streit, who piloted the  
Kaim in in  1916-17.
Emerson Stone, another son of 
Dean A. L. Stone of the journalism  
school, w as elected editor in  1917, 
but due to a heavy schedule w as  
compelled to resign, and w as suc­
ceeded by Evelyn McLeod.
Finally the impact of World War 
I came to the campus. On April 3, 
1917, the Kaimin recorded the  
nam es of the first tw o m en from  
the campus to join the regular 
army. They w ere J. Wirt Graham, 
Nottingham, Pa., and George H. 
Abbott, Washington, D. C.
On the editorial page the Kaimin  
informed its readers that, “A ll stu­
dents who enlist for service in any 
branch of the army w ill be entitled  
to one year’s subscription for the 
Kaim in, and if they w ill leave their 
address, w ill be put upon the m ail­
ing list.”
Two days later the Kaim in re­
ported that “Students Want 8 
o’clock Classes So Men Can Drill.” 
Accordingly, the faculty agreed, 
and 8 o’clock classes came into  
being. They allowed the men to 
get out at 4 p.m. and drill.
A few  days later drill was made 
compulsory for “all students re­
quiring gymnasium credits and all 
upperclassm en who volunteer their 
services to training.”
Every issue following carried 
the nam es of m en going off to the 
army, candy w as sent to  the boys 
at. Fort Wright, the interscholastic
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m eet w as cancelled, and victory  
gardens were started.
The University’s fifth  president, 
Dr. Edward O. Sisson, w as in ­
augurated Oct. 11,1917; the pharm­
acy school observed its tenth birth­
day the same month; every month 
more and more university men 
withdrew to join the army; the 
Grizzly football team  lost three 
conference games, but managed to 
defeat the Aggies from Bozeman 
in the big game.
The Kaimin published letters 
from Clarence K. Streit, former 
editor then serving in  France; 
plugged for “scrap sheets” for en­
tertaining soldiers in army hospi­
tals; recorded the deaths of two  
former students—Marcus D. Cook 
in  the Tuscania Sinking and L. D. 
Brennan flying in  France.
In 1918 the U. S. heard W ilson’s 
14 points, listened to Armistice 
terms, sent Wilson to the' Paris 
Peace conference, said goodbye to 
b e e r ,  hummed and w histled  
“Mademoiselle From Armentieres,” 
and “Over There.”
A year later everybody read 
W. S. Maugham’s “The Moon and 
Sixpence,” and proclaimed a new  
era of freedom for women. The 
Allied peace treaty was signed in  
Paris; the U. S. refused participa­
tion in the League of Nations.
Seymour Gorsline was editor of 
the Kaimin and the university en ­
rollment climbed to over 700 as ex -  
servicem en came back to continue 
their education. Prof. W illiam M. 
Aber, head of the Latin and Greek 
department, died Sept. 2, in W ater- 
bury, Conn.
Among the 22 new  faculty m em ­
bers for the year w as coach Ber­
nard “Bernie” Bierman.
The subscription price for the 
Kaimin was $2 a year; it w as pub­
lished sem i-w eek ly in tabloid form. 
Editorially thfe Kaimin plugged to 
have ROTC made an elective. The 
faculty decided it should be made 
compulsory except for service men.
Prohibition arrived in 1920 and 
so did a new  telephone exchange  
for the University. People talked  
about the election of Harding and 
Coolidge, “The Education of Henry 
Adams,” “Main Street,” the for­
mal opening of the Panama canal, 
hummed “Margie,” w hile the 
wom en experim ented w ith  cos­
metics, and raised their skirts a 
little.
Kaimin editor GorsUne resigned  
his position after a few  months. 
Eck Mosby and Harry Griffin an­
nounced their candidacy for the 
position. In an ASM SU election, 
Harry Griffin w on over Mosby by 
224 votes to 135.
Students voted to erect some 
type of memorial to the war dead, 
and to name the football field  
Dornblaser field. The Kaim in re­
ported the meeting, and w as in ­
formed by the State Board of 
Education that the field  had been 
named Dornblaser field  at the 
board’s m eeting in September 1918. 
It w as the first tim e the students 
knew  anything about the naming.
Guy M ooney took over editor­
ship of the Kaim in in  Oct. 1920,
In the first football game of the  
year, the Grizzlies beat Mount St. 
Charles college, 133 to 0, the larg­
est score ever run up by a Mon­
tana team. Heartened by such a
victory, the Grizzlies w ent to Se*. 
attle and defeated the U niversity  
of W ashington, 18 to 14, and the 
victory new s w as spread across 
the Kaim in’s frdnt page.
In March 1921, Editor Mooney 
resigned, and Ann W ilson took  
over until May.
The parade of 'Kaimin editors 
continued w ith W illiam Cogswell, 
John Moriarty (deceased); Law ­
rence Higbee, now in  Altadena, 
Calif.; Richard F. Crandell, pic­
ture editor of N. Y. Herald Tri­
bune; Vivian Corbly, Cincinnati, 
Ohio; Woodward Dutton, R iver­
side, Calif.; Edgar H. Reeder, 
Butte; Robert M acKenzie.
Editor Moriarty increased the 
Kaimin to s ix  columns in Septem ­
ber, 1923, the year in which the 
last American forces left the 
Rhineland, the year which brought 
Marathon dances, film s like “The 
back of Notre Dame,” and songs 
“Somebody Stole My Gal,” and 
“Sonny Boy.”
A year later—Septem ber, 1924 
— Richard F. Crandell w as at the 
Kaim in helm , and w ith the big en­
rollm ent of 1,125, felt the need for 
a bigger paper, so he increased its  
size to seven columns.
The rest of the nation w as dis­
cussing the Tea Pot Dome, w e l­
coming a victorious Olym pic team, 
electing Coolidge president, sing­
ing “Tea for Tw o,” and “Song of 
Songs.”
During Edgar H. Reeder’s era of 
guidance, 1926-27, the Kaimin  
joined the Intercollegiate press, 
and the Pacific Intercollegiate 
press. In the M idwest, the people 
heard the Anti-Evolution cases 
and Clarence Darrow. Everywhere  
they crossword-puzzled by day, 
Charlestoned and black-bottom ed  
by night.
In 1928 the people knew  Amelia  
Earhart, A1 Sm ith, je lly  beans 
and drugstore cowboys, elected  
Hoover, and contemplated the 
K ellogg-Briand pact.
Robert MacKenzie took over the 
Kaim in editorship on March 23, 
1928, and increased its size to 8
columns, the largest size in its 
history.
The University press, where the 
Kaimin is now printed, started its 
period of advancem ent in 1930 un­
der Charles W. Hardy. When Har­
dy joined the journalism staff in 
the fall of 1930, the total m ach­
inery in the shop w as an old Mod­
el I Linotype donated by O. S. 
Warden of the Great Falls Trib­
une.
When the D aily Northwest 
ceased publication in 1929, nego­
tiations started to obtain its Model 
5 Linotype. The m achine w as later 
donated to the school.
Thanksgiving day, 1930, Hardy 
w ent to Butte and brought back a 
truckload o f donated second-hand  
equipment. W ith the addition of 
this material he began organizing 
his sm all plant and getting equip­
m ent in preparation for the print­
ing of the Kaimin.
M eanwhile, Warden and J. H. 
Dickey purchased a Campbell 
Century second-hand press and 
paid freight and installation  
charges from Nebraska.
Early in February 1931, Earl 
Eddleihon and M ilton Adami 
joined Hardy in the work of m ak­
ing an operating newspaper plant.
On Friday, Feb. 20, 1931, the
first Kaimin w as published in the 
old shack.
The first paper cutter came 
from L. E. F lint, then editor and 
publisher of the Livingston Enter­
prise. Type w as donated by Mon­
tana publishers, led by Harry 
Howard, th en . of the Bozeman  
Chronicle, and Joseph Scanlan of 
the M iles City Star.
W. O. Ensign of the Silver State 
Post in  Deer Lodge presented a 
job press w hich partially relieved  
the load borne by a job press pre­
viously donated by Warden. From  
the Western Newspaper Union, 
B illings, the school received a 
bench saw.
Among the shop equipm ent still 
in use is a composing stone brought 
into Montana by wagon train for 
use on the Sun River Sun. With 
the rem oval of the Sun to Great 
Falls, the stone w as used on the 
Great Falls Leader and the Trib­
une. In 1930, w hen the stone was 
discarded, Dean Stone asked for 
it. Warden complied w ith the 
dean’s request.
In the fall of 1937 the linotypes 
and presses w ere m oved from  the  
shack to fhe present journalism  
building. The first K aim in pub­
lished in  the building came out 
Oct. 5, 1937.
W ith recent additions to the
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Many Newsmen Trained by Kaimin
Former Kaimin Staffers 
Recall Many Experiences
Kaimin’s Second Home
Exponent Extra, Financial Struggles, 
Special Issue for Roumanian Queen, 
And Fake Honorary Mark Journalists’ 
Work on Campus Sheet
Former K a im in staffers are scattered from Washington to 
Florida and from Italy to Korea. Today you’ll find ex-Kaimin 
•workers doing every thing from directing advertising, editing 
papers and running saw mills to teaching and just “keeping 
house.”
In  M arch th e  Kaim in s ta ff  mailed 
out 500 form  letters to  form er Kaimin 
s taffers  in an  effo rt to  discover w hat 
these ex-editors and  sta ffe rs  were 
now doing. The inform ation in th is 
story  was gleaned from  the answ ers 
we received to  th e  form  letters.
Mercedes Sprague Gleason ’33, 
recalls that, “Many times the Kai­
min editorial staff had to move 
down into the composing room in 
‘The Shack’ (Cook hall) when 
someone left Hell Gate open and 
the sub-zero breezes r o m p e d  
through the cracks in that old 
building.”
Mrs. Gleason now lives in  Seattle 
and teaches English in Edmonds 
high 14 miles north of Seattle.
Miles Romney ’22, now editor 
of The Western News in Hamilton, 
writes that MSU students went 
on a “strike” following World 
War I.
“The students went, on ‘strike’ in 
the autumn of 1919 against forc­
ing all male students to take mili­
tary training as a required sub­
ject.
“Numerous ex-service men o f  
the w a r , objected, as did many 
other students,” Romney remem­
bers, “but it, was settled when those 
who had seen service were not 
required to take military training. 
It was compulsory with non-veter­
an students.”
The Hamilton editor believes the 
Kaimin, “Offers interpretations 
that sometimes seem to be an ex ­
pression of a real, free press, which 
is refreshing in a field ^devoted 
too much to smothering views 
which editors do not personally 
entertain.”
"Ted L. Ramsey ’23, now doing 
life insurance work in Sioux Falls, 
S. D., writes that, “We covered 
the walls and ceilings in  "The 
'Shack’ (Cook hall then the J 
school) with zaney headlines. I 
think the funniest one was the one 
.that read, ‘If Rear End Functions 
Well, A ll’s Well, Otherwise, Other­
wise.”
Ramsey suggests the MSU 
Press club have Ole Bue give his 
rendition of “The Norsk Nighten­
gale.” Bue (now a journalism in-, 
structor at M.S.U.) and Ramsey 
were classmates, and Ramsey re>- 
calls how Bue enlightened Press 
Club meetings of the 1919-23 era 
with his singing.
Richard M. Davis ’27 says that 
he was blessed with the job of 
pasting up galleys of addresses and 
bundling the papers for mailing. 
“My most direct contact with the 
Kaimin was through the medium  
of a pot of paste—I was circulation 
manager.
“The present athletic field was 
•built while I was on the campus. 
(I, and many other members of the 
V’26-’27 track team, helped build it 
«with shovels. It’s amazing how 
much gravel, rock and cinders go 
* into a track, particularly when 
rthey’re moved with a wagon and 
‘ a team of horses.”
■ Davis has been doing advertising 
(work since his graduation and at 
. present is manager of the Milwau-
■ kee office of Compton Advertis­
in g ,  Inc,
Gerald T. Lester ex ’45 tells of 
the “Organization of the fake hon­
orary: Nimiak (Kaimin spelled 
backwards). Invitations were sent
■ to all journalism students to at­
tend a talk by a national organi­
zer, J. Barclay Rhodes.
“It was all done to arouse inter­
est in working on the Kaimin,” 
Lester recalls. Lester is now work­
ing as a roving reporter for the 
Montana Farmer - Stockman in 
Great Falls.
“South hall opened for the first 
time in my sophomore year”, Paul 
T. DeVore ’26, writes, “and the 
frosh took all the hazing honors 
that year. More spohomores lost 
their hair than did freshmen.”
DeVore, two years a reporter on 
the Kaimin, now owns and oper­
ates a print shop in Spokane and 
does publicity and advertising for 
the Farm Credit Administration.
Helen Marie Kennedy ’30, re­
members that, “Once, when Andy 
Cogswell was editor, we put out 
the Kaimin during a blizzard that 
had forced the University to sus­
pend classes.”
Mrs. Kennedy, now an instructor 
in the Corbett School of Eye Edu­
cation in Los Angeles, says, “It 
was fun if difficult to phone from 
‘The Shack’ amid all smoke, noise 
and confusion on publication 
days.”
Roger D. Peterson, ex -’41, be­
lieves that “It takes a certain kind 
of courage to say and write what 
you honestly think. But this is 
particularly important and neces­
sary for an editor of the Kaimin.”
Peterson who is building his 
home on the East shore of Flat- 
head lake, points out, “If mental 
integrity and courage are to sur­
vive this siege of nationalism, the 
University, the School of Journa­
lism, and the Kaimin must cul­
tivate it—not destroy it.”
Mrs. Henry Irwin (Alice Veit) 
’28, remembers that “Journalism
Late in 1914 this bicycle shed was remodeled for the 
use of journalism classes and also served as a campus 
base of operation for the Kaimin.
really nothing more than a primi­
tive quonset—a World War I bar­
racks.”
Mrs. Irwin now lives in Chicago 
and writes radio copy and does 
planning and contracting for the 
Arthur Meyerhoff Advertis i n g 
agency.
Clarence *S. Logue ’25, now a 
postal analyst in St. Paul, recalls 
that the big Kaimin stories of his 
time were when “Bierman-coached 
Grizzlies defeated the University 
of Washington one year and lost 
to them by only two points the 
following season.”
Fred J. Martin ’25, editor of the 
Park County News in Livingston, 
remembers “The red-hot editorial 
battles between Kaimin editors and 
and the late Matin Hutchins, then 
editor of the Missoulian.
“Hutchins took up the cause of 
the ‘vine covered’ college of the 
East (private schools) while Chick 
Gleeson and the late Jack Moriar- 
ty were the strong supporters of 
good ol’ Montana,” Martin re­
counts.
The Livingston editor says, “The 
battle of the letter writers on cur­
rent subjects, displaced persons, 
Russian relations, etc.,, are most 
stimulating to a graying old MSU 
grad.”
Harold G. Stearns ’36, editor of 
classes literally smelled of gun-1 the Harlowton Times, repnembers 
powder. Journalism classes were that, “In olden times, the wind 
held on the second floor of ‘The swept through ‘The Shack’ and I 
Shack' and the rifle range and worked far into the stilly nights, 
classes in riflery were held in the beswathed in heavy overcoat and 
first-floor rooms. The ‘Shack’ was I fingers so blue with cold the tripe-
Take It Easy!
Let us do the work. For only 30 cents, the Laun­
derette does 9 pounds of wash—a full Bendix 
machine-load.
All your laundry is washed, triple-rinsed, and 
damp-dried in just 30 minutes. We will dry your 
laundry for ironing, 5 minutes for 10 cents, or dry 
for storage, 20 minutes for 25 cents.
You can’t beat it. So drop down this afternoon.
' Congratulations to the Montana Kaimin 
on its 50th anniversary.
Keep up the good work
LAUNDERETTE
503 Myrtle—One Block West of Higgins on Third 
Open Mon. thru Fri. 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.—Sat. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
writer would scarcely perform.
“The two Kaimin stories I re­
member best was when the paper 
reported the riot when the pad­
dles were taken away from the 
Bear Paws in the Autumn of ’31 
and the dog tripping Blastic on his 
way to a touchdown and victory 
over Washington State in ’34.”
Lt. Col. Robert S. Larson ’37, 
serving with the U. S. Military 
government in Taejon, Korea, 
writes, “In marking its 50th an­
niversary the Kaimin should re­
call its humble beginning and the 
untiring efforts of Dean Arthur L. 
Stone and those of the school 
whom he inspired to fight for and 
gain the prominence it enjoys to­
day.”
Marcia Patterson ’26, says that 
while she was 'on the Kaimin 
staff, “ ‘Tanan’ was organized (now  
‘Tanan of Spur*), the Dean’s coun­
cil abolished Ji-Jinx in December 
of 1925 because of various raids 
on sorority houses made by men 
students ̂ seeking clothes to wear 
in the performance; Charles Rus­
sell, Montana cowboy artist, was 
awarded the first honorary degree 
by MSU in twentyyears; and Mike 
Thomas was elected president of 
ASMSU by three votes in  a dose
race with Jake Miller in ’27.”
Marcia, now in charge of the 
Fresno office of Division of In­
dustrial Welfare, recalls that the 
“Kaimin reported the formation 
of the first womens’ rifle team in. 
’24; the election of Oscar Dahl- 
bert president of ASMSU in ’26; 
the Missoula post office using the 
Cancellation ‘Lets Go, Citizens. 
Military Training Camps’; Marcia 
Patterson being the first woman 
elected president of a MSU class 
(Junior class of 1926); the gradua­
tion of the first woman from the 
School of Law: Lois James; and 
Bill Cogswell’s patter of ‘Anna- 
belle Gived Up Everything But 
the Ship’ ’bout a MSU coed writ­
ing home to her parents:
“I’ve always been the village 
belle;
Down here I’m batting just as 
well—
Your loving daughter Annabelle.
It made me lonesome for the 
farm
When Kibble took me to the 
Dorm
But really, Maw, he does no 
harm
He just looks that way.”
Tom Wigal ’36, now city editor 
of The Montana Standard and The 
Butte Daily Post, says, “I’m  glad 
to see the Kaimin accomplish so 
I many of the things we just 
dreamed of doing 12 and 14 
years ago. The Kaimin of the 1932- 
36 era had a sturdy crew.
“Among the staff members were 
some hardy individuals who, when 
in a hurry to leave the building, 
would jump out of the windows 
rather than bother with the long 
way down the stairs to the ‘Shack’ 
door.”
A. A. Applegate, instructor in 
journalism at MSU from 1921 to 
’25, and now head of the Journa­
lism department at Michigan State, 
comments, “The Kaimin has been 
a fine record of the past 50 years 
at MSU. May it long continue.”
Mrs. Ralph EL Sahlin (Ruth 
Goodman) ’35, now working in the 
traffic department of the South­
western Bell Telephone Co. at St. 
Joseph, Mo., recalls that, “In 1935, 
the dream of a Student Union 
building at M SU ceased to be a 
dream and became a reality.”
Mrs. Peggy Thraikill Leigh ’45 
remembers that during the war
(p lease see page five)
Dainty
and
Desirable
Blouses and skirts 
with a flair for 
catching the eye. 
They make wonderful, 
welcome gifts for the 
-girl graduate.
Congratulations to the Montana Kaimin 
on its 50th anniversary
( j i m m m s
STORE FOR WOMEN
Three years after the birth of the Kaimin in ’98, found 
the South of Missoula quite barren. Note the cord wood 
stacked back of Old. Science.
This 1901 shot of the MSU campus shows Main and Old 
Science, the only buildfngs on the campus at that time. 
The trees on the oval were planted that year.
Ad Revenue 
Low in 1933
(continued  fro m  p a g e  fo u r)
years “The campus ratio was 
about two coeds to each lone  
m ale;' now it’s reversed. Because 
of the small amount of local and 
national advertising the Kaimin 
w as cut from a four-a-w eek pub­
lication to a w eekly.”
Rad M axey *33, now  doing ad­
vertising work in  Helena, recalls, 
“When the Kaimin w as just going 
to  tw ice-a-w eek, the Tuesday run  
w as losing m oney so, w ith much 
hullabaloo, w e created a fu ll page 
of cooperative advertising and sold 
it  all in  two days for the entire 
year.
“This advertising paid for the 
Tuesday issues and kept the sheet 
in  the black and that page of ad­
vertising did much to start the K ai­
m in on the road to being more than 
just a w eekly.
“In the old ‘Shack*, dogs often  
wandered in  to listen to Dean 
Stone extol Montana,” M axey 
writes,, “and often there w ere dif­
ferences of opinion w hich resulted 
in  some of the best dog fights I ’ve  
ever been privileged to watch.”
John T. Campbell *40, now edi­
tor of The Sportlite, writes that 
in  the w inter of *35, “The mercury 
dropped to 26 below and too cold  
for classes. Consequently, Prof. 
Housman and some of the braver 
students huddled around the floor 
heater in  his office w hile he told  
some of his choice stories.”
“I keenly enjoy the originally 
conceived and indepen d e n 1 1 y  
slanted editorials in your lively  
college publication,” w rites Dan 
Whetstone, editor of the Cut Bank 
Pioneer Press, and Republican na­
tional committeeman from Mon­
tana.
“M y counsel to maturing Mon­
tana boys and girls is to get out of 
their fentS and joyously, but ser­
iously, talk politics, act politics, 
influence politics and' make no 
apologies for so doing,” W hetstone 
points out.
A lice D. Blair *47, w ife  of Bob 
Blair *47, Kaimin 1945-46 editor, 
writes, “Shortly after Bob took  
over as editor and I w as appointed 
business manager, w e became en­
gaged.
“In January of 1946, after a hec­
tic quarter campaigning w ith  the 
Kaimin,” Mrs. Blair recalls, “I 
broke the engagement, claiming 
Bob devoted too m uch tim e to the  
Kaimin.
“Bob le t the Kaimin g6 to the 
dogs after that and w e w ere jved 
tw o months later.”
Mrs. Blair is  now production  
manager for D avid W. Evans ad­
vertising agency in  Salt Lake City 
and Bob is  a ‘city  side’ reporter 
for the Salt Lake Tribune.
Frank H. Trippet *28, now edi­
tor-publisher of the Kalispell 
News, comments, “I’ve  noticed  
that the Kaim in has gradually im ­
proved in  spite of various handi­
caps. Save m e a little  space in your 
75th anniversary editon number, I
Publication Board 
Began Appointing 
Editors in 9 31
“Tom M ooney ’32, now  editor 
of The Helena Independent Rec­
ord, w as .the first Kaim in editor 
appointed by Publications board,” 
recalls George Crawford Adams 
’31, editor of The Anaconda Stan­
dard.
“I w as the last editor elected  
to  the post b y  th e popular vote of 
the student body,” Adams said,” 
“and our first edition*’ came out 
during a Grizzly-Bobcat basket­
ball game. The paper caught fire  
from static electricity on the press, 
but w e managed to put out the 
fire and the paper h it the campus 
on tim e.
“It w as during m y editorship  
(1930-31) the Kaim in w as m oved  
from a downtown print shop to  
its own campus shop and press 
room.”
hope it’s still growing in *7 .̂”
“To those w ho worked on the 
staff, the Kaimin has taught toler- | 
ance of opinion, good fellow ship  
and the lessons of working w ith  
others,” believes Mrs. Helmer F . |
Fredrickson (Dorothy Burr) 42, 
now a mother and housewife living 
in Missoula.
“In 1938, some of the Kaimin 
staff, working in a downtown  
print shop, put out an ‘extra’
edition of the MSC Exponent, 
took it over to Bozeman and 
distributed it on the campus just 
&s the 8 o’clock classes were 
turning out,” Earl W. Martel 1
’39, now with the MSU News 
Service, recalls.
“By the tim e the Exponent 
staff had reported to their office,
(p lease see p a g e  s ix )
A MONTANA SUCCESS
KNOW MONTANA FOR FIFTY YEARS
An enterprise that survives for 50 or more 
years m ust be regarded as a success . . .  con­
tinued success . . . and congratulations to 
The MONTANA KAIMIN
How Montana Grew Up
Montana’s history may be divided into three distinct periods— 
trapping and trading era, gold mining era and the modem era which 
welded all the early beginnings of industry, trade and commerce into 
the complex structure that now characterizes the Treasure State 
and its'assets.
The fur trading era which introduced the early settlement of 
Montana lasted from 1808 to 1850 when trappers and traders roamed 
the wild country, securing valuable pelts and furs and bartered with 
the Indians.
The gold mining era had its beginning at Gold Creek, 20 miles 
west of Deer Lodge in 1852 when gold was found by a Scotch half- 
breed named Francois Finley. In 1858 James and Granville Stuart 
arrived at Gold Creek to start practical development of the state’s 
gold resources and from then on names such as Grasshopper Creek, 
Bannack, Alder Gulch, Virginia City, Last Chance Gulch (Helena), 
Butte and others figured in the mining history.
By the 1860’s, mining—and the commercial enterprises it was 
bound to induce had started Montana’s flight to a place in the Union, 
and the state’s growth commercially and industrially, was substan­
tially aided by a good start in livestock *in the 1870’s, and with the 
coming of the railroads in the 1880’s, followed by the wide-spread 
use of lands for agricultural purposes. All were factors in establish­
ing the modem era.
LOOKING AHEAD—More industries of all kinds and better utilization of land will 
make for a more prosperous state. “Let9s take off our hats to the past—and our coats 
to the future.99
ANACONDA COPPER MINING COMPANY
“Work for a Greater and More Prosperous Montana”
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Women Make a Haul . . .
Dirty Work by Women’s Journalistic. Sorority
Gets Them Taken to Police Court for
“Severe” Reprimanding
Start of a, race in the 1903 Interscholastic meet. To the right of the racers is Hiram 
Conibear, Grizzly coach at that time. Conibear later went to the University of Washing­
ton where he attained fame as a crew coach. The grandstand in the picture was part of 
the present women’s gym.
Coed Editor 
Named in ’36
(continued from  page five)
as directed in the ‘extra,’ fresh­
men from A to M and from N 
to Z had reported to the presi­
dent’s office and upperclassmen 
to various spots on the campus, 
the college had to close for a day 
in order to straighten things 
out.”
.William H. Giltner ’36, now on 
the editorial staff of the Omaha 
World-Herald writes that, “Vir­
ginia Hamblet was the first girl 
elected to the editorship of the 
Kaimin. While a Kaimin staffer 
the student sheet gave a strong 
assist to the new union building 
and the editors of that period
didn’t go overboard under strong 
pressures.”
Former Kaimin staffer Lee 
Taylor ’36, is doing Public Rela­
tions work for the army and air 
force in Mt. Vernon, Washington. 
E. H. “Hal” Hall ’37 is now em­
ployed* in the advertising depart­
ment of the Times-News in Twin 
Falls, Idaho.
Dosia J.'Shults ’33, two years on 
the Kaimin staff while in attend­
ance at MSU, is now publishing 
two weekly papers: one in Mott 
and another in Hettinger, North 
Dakota. Ronald Stuart K̂ am ’22 is 
now doing editorial work in the 
magazine and book publishing field 
in New York City.
Walter W. “Spot” Sanford Jr. 
’28 believes, “The Kaimin has al­
ways led the way in presenting 
MSU news interestingly. It has 
been a mirror of good journalistic
For that smooth look call . . .
The Fashion Club Cleaners
837 South\Higgins Phone 2661
Happy birthday to tK 50-year-young 
Montana Kaimin
practice.” Sanford is now Informa­
tional Representative of the Um- 
employment 'Compensation Com­
mission of Montana, in Helena.
Loyd V. Eastman ’43 is now sec­
retary of the Central Montana 
Chamber of Commerce in Lewis- 
town, Mont. Walter P. Cooney ’33 
is now associated with the Cooney 
Brokerage company in Butte.
“A student publication of the 
highest rank, and a training lab­
oratory for hundreds of successful 
journalists, The Montana Kaimin 
merits heartiest congratulations on 
successful completion of a half 
century of service to the students 
and people of Montana,” writes 
Robert T. Holt ’42, sports editor of 
the Upland (Calif.) News-Herald.
Harold Seipp ’25 is doing news­
paper editorial work in Billings. 
Mrs. Herbert L. Bloom (Margaret 
Anderson) ’25 is a mother and 
housewife living in Evanston, 111.
“For fifty years the Kaimin 
has been a powerful and con­
structive influence on the MSU 
campus,” says Tom C. Taylor 
'34, editor of the Ekalaka Eagle,” 
and the paper has given hun­
dreds of students practical dem­
onstrations of what idealist 
journalism can do. I hope for 
the Kaimin unnumbered years of 
future usefulness."
Martha Dunlap ’28 is now secre­
tary-manager of the National 
Truck Leasing System, Inc. in Chi­
cago. C. A. Brittenham ’28 is now 
regional sales manager of the wes­
tern sales region for the Wm. Wrig- 
ley Jr. company in Denver.
“The Kaimin passed a milestone 
while I was working on the staff,” 
recounts Robert C. Hendon ’31, 
“with the installation of the print 
shop in the ‘Shack.’ After that the 
paper was printed on the campus.” 
Hendon is now manager of the pre­
vention and security department of 
the Railway Express agency in 
Larchmont, N. Y.
Mrs. Alfred N. Smith, Jr. (Verna 
Green) ’40 is now a housewife and 
lives in Overland, Mo.
“Comparing the Kaimin with 
the Michigan Daily, I believe the 
University of Michigan sheet has 
the quanitity, but is less than the
in 1923, Theta Sigma Phi, professional journalistic sorority, 
and Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalistic fraternity, each 
put out a feature edition of the Kaimin. But the Theta Sigs 
“scooped” the SDX men on their edition in a most unusual 
way,
A Theta Sig, employed as sec­
retary to the Missoulian editor, 
phoned a couple of her sorority 
sisters at noon one day and told 
them no one was in the compos­
ing room (the Kaimin was printed
were located, the information in  
print had slipped from a classifi­
cation as news into history.
The irked SDX members had 
the Theta Sigs hauled before the 
Missoula police judge. The judge
at the Missoulian in those days) i enjoyed the joke, too, but repri- 
and if they’d come down they manded the Theta Sigs severely 
could get away with the SDX page before allowing them to return
forms.
The alerted sorority sisters 
came down and the three Theta 
Sigs loaded the SDX page forms 
in a model-T Ford truck, took 
them up the Rattlesnake valley, 
and hid them in a friend’s garage.
•A few of the special Kaimins 
had already been run off and ap­
peared on the MSU campus, but 
the usual number never hit the 
campus. By the time the forms
to the campus.'
Solvay K. (Sol) Andresen ’24, 
Was a Theta Sig at Montana that 
year and recalls, after appearing 
before the police judge, “w e didn’t 
think of trying such a trick again.” 
Since graduation Sol has worked 
as a reporter for the Daily Mis- 
soulian-Sentinel and is now work­
ing as an interviewer for the Mon­
tana State employment service in , 
Missoula.
Kaimin in quality,” writes Mrs. 
Kenneth C. Donaldson (Lucille 
Adamson) ’43, from Willow Vil­
lage, Michigan.
“I have a very vivid memory of 
the exodus of the MSU student 
body during the early war years,” 
recalls Ray Fenton ’43, “and a staff 
of three, Jere Coffey, Mary Buk- 
vich (now Mrs. Fenton) and my­
self putting out the Kaimin for a 
year—and alone, too.” Fenton is 
now on the faculty of the MSU 
School of Journalism.
“From one of Montana’s young­
est newspapers to one of the old­
est, ‘congratulations’,” writes Mel­
vin Ruder, editor of the Hungry 
Horse News in Columbia Falls.
John K. Rankin *30 remembers, 
“During Eddie Reeder’s editorship 
we splashed the front page with 
large headlines concerning ‘Exams 
in the Gym Under Guard.’ Then 
there was furor over a professor 
leaving MSU for the University of
Oregon; though the school was 
moving up to the ’29 crash, the 
1925-30 perod was fairly quiet.” 
Rankin is now superintendent of 
the casualty department of the 
Great American Indemnity com­
pany in San Mateo, Calif.
“In the 1928-32 days we had a 
helluva time making ends meet 
since the Kaimin was dependent 
upon advertising for almost all its 
revenue,” remembers Joel F. Over- 
holser ’32, “and often Tom Mooney 
had a front page to fill and room 
for the flag and an editorial squib 
On page two, with the rest of the 
seven-column, four-page paper 
loaded with advertising.”
Overholser, now doing weekly 
newspaper work in Ft. Benton, 
says, “The best story was the time 
the Bear Paws bent their paddles 
on the president’s son and the jour­
nalists came dashing back to the 
‘Shack’ with a gleam in their eyes 
(please see page seven)
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Congratulations to the Kaimin 
on 50 years of service to MSU and Missoula
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(aimin Good 
Writes Grad
(continued from  page six)
-at last they had a story fit to send 
ut to the state papers.”
“Having read closely the papers 
f the big California universities,
think the Kaimin is one of the 
nitstanding college papers in the 
Vest,” says Mrs. William R. Gian- 
:Ili (Shirley Jean Scott) ’45, now a 
lousewife and mother living in 
Sacramento, Calif.
“The enrollment at MSU in the 
'all of ’20 was . a little over 700,” 
•ecalls N. A. McKown ’24, now 
field underwriter for Mutual Life 
Insurance of New York working 
>ut of Seattle.
“I’d like to compliment Central 
board on its recent action in in­
creasing the compensation of Kai­
min staff members,” writes Mc­
Kown, “and I believe this is cer­
tainly in line with progress in con­
stantly striving to improve the 
quality of this valuable campus 
publication.”
Edward B. Reynolds ’28 is now 
doing graduate work at Northwest­
ern. Mrs. P. J. Pulliam (Marie Tre- 
kell) ’40, is a housewife and 
mother making her home in Chula 
Vista, Calif.
Lawrence L. Higbee ’22, 1921-22 
editor of the Kaimin and now divi­
sion manager of the Pacific South­
west General Tire and Rubber 
company writes, “Those first 50 
years were, I hope for the sake of 
future Kaimin staffers, the though- 
est.”
“Once, when I was business 
manager of the Kaimin, I pub­
lished a paper so full of advertis­
ing and devoid of news material 
that the students were up in arms,” 
remembers Robert E. Jones ’40. 
Jones is now doing automobile 
sales work in Missoula.
“The Kaimin staff prepared
bundles of the paper and presented 
them to Queen Marie of Roumania 
when she passed through Mis­
soula,” recalls Mrs. Frank Murray 
(Genevieve Allen) ’24, with a note 
that read: ‘From the pchool that 
graduated Clarence Streit’.”
Mrs. Murray, now a member of 
the national staff of the Girl Scouts 
of America, points out, “The stories 
in the Kaimin referred to the price 
she had placed on Streit’s head as 
a means of banishing him from 
Roumania.”
Kaimin Went 
Daily in ’39
(continued from  page three) 
plant, the university press has 
reached an estimated value of 
$55,000. Total equipment in the 
journalism school is about $80,000.
The Kaimin remained a semi­
weekly until Jan. 6, 1939, when it 
became a daily published Tues­
day through Friday every week.
“Here’s the new Kaimin,” edi­
tor Bill Forbis wrote, “the one 
you’ll be seeing every school day 
but Monday for the next two 
quarters at least, and permanently 
if finances as demonstrated by the 
trial period permit.
“Better service for you was the 
sole reason that prompted the 
change. We believe that w e can 
‘hit the street’ with fresher, more 
live contents. We are certain that 
morning distribution w ill mean 
greatly improved circulation.
“We shall spare no effort to push 
the interests of the Kaimin and 
the University. We shall keep the 
paper impartial to the best of our 
ability.
“Already we are looking for­
ward to other changes, other im ­
provements, and a more active 
paper in general. Newspapers 
must change constantly to remain 
alive. We shall see that the Kai­
min stays alive.”
On Oct. 13, 1942, World War II
Sixteen years after the Kaimin started publication, 
these tents, located south of Old Science, became the 
paper’s base of operation and the first Journalism class­
rooms. The tents were borrowed from Fort Missoula.
Congratulations to the Montana Kaimin 
for doing its best for 50 years
WILMA THEATRE
CONGRATULATIONS
To the 1948 graduating class, 
and to the Montana Kaimin for 
its 50 years of outstanding 
work on behalf of the students 
of Montana State University, we 
offer our heartiest congratulations.
your friendly
HOTEL FLORENCE
made its effect on the Kaimin. 
Editor Ray Fenton, now a journa­
lism school instructor, discon­
tinued the daily issues, making 
the Kajimin again a semi-weekly 
with issues out on Tuesday and 
Friday.
Fenton’s final Kaimin was May 
7, 1943, after which he joined the 
Marines. From then until April 26, 
1945, Kaimin publication was up 
to the girls. Verna Brackman, Mary 
Ann Leubben, and Joyce Phillips 
co-editored for a while. Then 
Karma Johnson took over until 
April 1945, when Bob Blair’s ori­
ginal makeup startled everybody.
Under the guidance of Arnold 
Rivin, the Kaimin resumed its 
Thursday issue, and under Vic 
Reinemer, 1947-48, it again went 
daily on Jan. 14, 1948.
The present editor is Paul Haw­
kins, who took over on March 25, 
1948.
Thus, for fifty years the Kai­
min has given valuable experience 
to hundreds of graduates who are 
scattered all over the world. It 
has been the cause of thousands 
of fond memories-—some pleas­
ant, some sad, and some hilarious.
It has tried to comprehend and 
convey the color, meaning, and 
drama of the unique and unex­
pected events that could occur only
Kaiinin’s Home for 16 Years
World War I Home
Marcus Cook hall, one of two barracks constructed on the MSU campus by the Stu­
dents’ Army Training corps, served as the Journalism school and Kaimin office follow­
ing World War I. The sign over the steps in the picture reads “Montana Kaimin.” While 
the Kaimin office was in “The Shack” the Joumalisin school bought printing equipment 
which enabled students to print the paper on campus.
Journalism classes met in this building, then located 
near the Forestry building, during World War I. This 
building, now located South of the Men’s gym and used as 
a tool shed, was the center of Kaimin activity until after 
World .War I.
on a university campus. t the hundreds of the past genera-
It has served the University w ell tion who so ably guided the Kai- 
in the past; it w ill continue to do min on its course, w e of the pres- 
so in the future. ent Kaimin say, “Thank you, and
To Pixley, Stone, and Streit, to j pleasant memories.”
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There’s Som ething M issing  .  .  .
Mr. Architect
The Cass Gilbert plan for 
Montana State University 
(pictured at left) was an am­
bitious one for its time. 
Drawn up in 1915, this 
plan provided for almost 
everything the University 
might need in the coming 
years — almost everything 
but an Associated Students’ 
Store.
In 1915 no one visualized a campus store 
geared to the buying habits of university students.
Buying habits have changed a lot since the original 
ASUM store opened in 1919. “Hiking goods will be 
added to the stock," said the Kaimin on Oct. 3,1919. 
“It has been almost impossible to supply the demand 
for candy and cookies. Stationery and toilet articles 
are also in big demand.”
A week later we find that “gum chewing has become 
a fad if the amount sold at the store is a fair index of 
the amount chewed. Powder puffs are also in 
demand.”
By 1935 the Associated Students’ Store was selling a 
lot more than powder puffs and chewing gum. When 
the present Student Union huilding opened Nov. 22, 
1935, we had outgrown several university buildings.
The Kaimin understood our housing problems. Un­
der a picture of what is now the correspondence 
school, the Kaimin explained the situation. “This 
old shack, one of four in which students have shiv­
ered for many winters, will he discarded as a student 
retail center. The store will move into the ground 
floor of the new student building.”
Today the Associated Students’ Store means a busi­
ness that has constantly changed to meet changing 
buying habits. In sporting goods it means famous 
lines such as Spalding, MacGregor, Mangan, and 
Rawlings. It means golf clubs, toothpaste, note­
books, lime phosphates, and the million and one 
other items that students expect to buy from their 
Associated Students’ Store.
Take a note, Mr. Architect: The next time you draw a campus 
plan, remember the students’ needs and the part their store
plays in the life of the University
Serving
the
University
since
1919
Geared
to
Student
Buying
Habits
The Associated Students’ Store
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?irst Dean 
honored 
n J-School
The journalism building was 
idicated to the late Dean Emeri- 
is Arthur L. Stone on Jan. 18, 
146. He was a pioneer journalist, 
under and for 28 years the dean 
the School of Journalism.,
Dean Stone came to the U niver- 
ty in  1914, at the request of Ed- 
in B. Craighead, then president 
the University. He set up his 
hool in front of the gymnasium  
tents w hich he borrowed from  
military post. He took pictures 
his school of tents and sent them  
various newspapers. The gov- 
nor of Montana became quite an- 
•yed by the number of letters he 
oeived from citizens which told 
out the condition of the school so 
i promised to construct a build- 
g. Dean Stone taught in “The 
tack” for all but five  years of 
s teaching career.
In 1937 his dream of a m odem  
umalism building came true 
len  he moved his school to its 
esent $180,000 structure.
A plaque which was erected in  
e journalism school, in honor of 
Ian Stone, is a reminder to all 
idents of the work of an inspir- 
l  journalist.
•cience Hall 
patches Fire; 
Jarm Sounded
[t w as a cold night, the 15th of 
irch, 1901, w hen tragedy befell 
> young and struggling U niver- 
k  Science hall, one of the tw o  
ildings on the campus, caught 
e from an unknown source, 
phe blaze w as sighted by a 
sing train crew.* The train en- 
eer sounded the w histle long  
1 loud. The sound of the un­
a lly  long w histle aroused some 
the South M issoula residents 
l the fire w as discovered. 
Students and professors rallied  
und to fight the conflagration  
1 even the Missoula fire de- 
tment responded “w ith  unusual 
irity” to the alarm.
Pith the able assistance of 
fs. Aber and Hamilton, the 
was put out w ith a minimum  
damage. T£e damage w as 
ered by insurance, 
he fire destroyed the back half 
Science hall, but that part w as  
t a one-story structure and 
m i it  w as rebuilt later in  the  
ng it  w as made a tw o-story  
ding.
1912 ERROR
It looks as though the 
ournalism students back in  
912 w ere just about as con- 
used as they are now. 
However, the modern stu- 
ents don’t make quite as 
tany m istakes (or at least 
ot such obvious ones— ?) 
The thing that le t to this 
inclusion w as a startling, 
abelievable bit of typogra- 
liy in the first issue of the 
aim in in  1912. The dateline 
*ad January 11, 1911.
HISTORY REPEATS
This- editorial appeared in the 
Kaimin October, 1901, but it is  as 
appropriate today as it was then.
“With this issue the Kaimin  
launches upon the fourth (fifty -  
first) year of its existence. During 
the past three (fifty ) years it  has 
progressed steadily from a modest 
and uncertain enterprise into a 
w ell established and prosperous 
college publication.”
Dean A. L. Stone
K aim in  Looks Back on 5 0  Years 
O f Content an d  S tyle Changes
For fifty years the Kaimin has struggled along with the University, sharing its problems 
and triumphs, and watching it grow—and, what is more, growing with it.
Fifty years is a long time, and a lot has happened since 1898 when the first edition of the 
campus Kaimin rolled off the press.
The 1948 crop of students might not even recognize the 
first edition of the Kaimin, were they to compare it with one 
today. You might say that the 24-page Kaimin looked actually 
more like a pamphlet than a newspaper. Its advertisements 
were things of grandeur with their flourished letters and 
ornaments. It is after all, however, a perfect specimen of the 
--------'--------- :---------:----"f®style of the day.
Immoral Parades 
Must Stop (1914)
“Invade no m ovies,” w as the 
warning of Dale Hobson, Missoula 
commissioner of public safety in  
1914, as a result of the annual 
sophomore -  freshman fracas on 
Higgins avenue.
Hobson said that after a victory, 
he didn’t  object to a parade, night­
shirts or otherwise, through the 
streets as long as the students didn’t | 
get too noisy
Though people look upon the  
“Gay N ineties” as being the good 
old days, the “best” hotels in tow n  
boasted of being connected w ith  
no bars. In the meantime, the lead­
ing livery stable in M issoula ran 
an ad in the Kaim in praising theirs 
as the quickest “hack service” in  
town, w ith  “undertaking rooms in  
connection.”
The Montana Kaim in arose out 
of the wants and needs of the stu­
dents faculty. That first editon said  
(these Words in  introducing itse lf
The custom of parading through to the campus:
D u r l a n d  E x p e r ie n c e s  O n e  
O f  F ir e - J u m p in g  H a z a r d s
In another month Don Durland, | out of me and a dull pain spread 
Hamilton, w ill throw away his back through m y back. I tried to get up 
brace that he has been wearing but couldn’t m ake it. My arms and
the moving picture theaters and “There is by no m eans a lack o f
for almost a year. legs moved though. The next
Don said that the tim e has sped N ^ P e r  out of the plane was W il-|
I kerson so I Waited for him. When 
rapidly since he parachuted into he gQt there he laid out an L_
the Roaring Lion Creek fire last shaped orange stream er for dis- 
Aug. 20. Early in the morning Don tress. The plane continued to circle ] 
rode the step of Johnson’s Ford and dropped a m essage which W il- 
plane w hile the spotter located a 
suitable jumping area in the timber |
singing songs of not the highest university spirit among the stu - 
moral caliber, however, w as vetoed | dents’.but it  ia necessary  to  renew  
by Hobson.
“This has got to stop,” he in - 
| sisted.
First Kaimin 
Published 
In June, 1898
kerson couldn’t find.
“About 8 a.m., the plane came 
near the lightning-strike fire that | back and Hackman jumped. On the 
had brought jumpers from M is- ground he signaled to drop the
soul a.
About 7 in the morning Don 
stepped off into space and waited  
for the shock that meant his chute 
was opening—but it didn’t come.
rest of the nine men. They dropped 
a radio and a stretcher. Bill Woods 
gave m e m orphine and strapped me 
into the stretcher. About then a 
slow  drizzle began but w e started
ground men carried me through the
rain for 14 hours w ith hardly any T ’J Indian ter:trail to follow.
Don looked over his head to see out. By 3 o’clock it w as raining 
the horror of all jumpers—his | hard but the jumpers and eight 
chute hadn’t opened. But Don 
thought that the chute m ight be a 
new one; he thought maybe he 
would give it a chance, but it still 
didn’t open. As the ground drove 
up at him Don’s eyes began to 
blurr and he wasn't quite sure 
where he was so he jerked the red 
handle of his emergency chiitg.
That one opened.
With the inflated emergency  
over his head the faulty chute 
dangled thirty feet below  him by 
its shroud lines. Don pulled it up 
between his legs so he could see 
the ground. His natural drift would  
have carried him into the landing 
area where the trees w ere but in ­
stead his fa ll had put him over the 
barren goat rocks. Don noticed too 
that he was falling much too fast.
Don sSaid, “The next thing I 
could remember was a sharp pain 
in m y back and everything w ent 
black. When I came to, the plane 
above w as circling and the spotter,
Gray, was hanging out the door 
looking down at me. I first felt 
like the wind had been knocked
it occasionally by sheer effort. The 
students have fe lt the need of som e  
common interest, s o m e t h i n g  
around w hich they can rally. In  
view  of this they have begun a 
college paper, of w hich this is the  
first issue.
Lasting Spirit
“The Kaim in w ill foster a true  
and lasting college spirit among us. 
It w ill afford inducem ent to lit ­
erary efforts. It w ill work for the  
Late in the school year of 18981 interests of the U niversity, and 
students and a few  faculty m em - not least of all, w ill be a good ad- 
bers of the University assembled vertising m edium  for the m er- 
in a little  office of the Missoula chants of Missoula.
County high school, w hich then “There is a season for football, 
served as the U niversity of M on- baseball, and tennis; but a college
tana, to discuss the advisability of 
publishing a college paper.
The m eeting w as successful and 
the University decided to publish  
one issue in June of the same year.
The next m ove*w as to find a 
suitable name. Long discussion en- 
| sued, and at last “The Kaim in” an
“About 11 that night w e reached 
the end of the road near Darby 
where a Forest Service ambulance 
took me to St. Patrick’s hospital 
in M issoula.” ,
Don said he learned later that 
two other men h ad 1 jumped with  
him but A zling had run a snag into 
his arm pit so he and the other 
jumper, Sylvester, had applied a 
tourniquet and hiked out.
Don said that he was so w et by 
the tim e he got out that they  
thought he was going to catch 
pneumonia. For the next two and 
a half m onths Don was in a cast 
from his neck to his hips. Doctors 
said his injury had been a “Com­
pression fracture of the sixth  and 
seventh thoracic vertebra.” A  
blood clot later sw elled up his leg  
and kept him in bed two weeks 
longer but in a couple of w eeks the 
doctors predict that Don can come 
out of his shell and be as good as 
ever.
paper m ust be perennial. The 
Kaim in w ill bid you w elcom e at 
the beginning of the college year, 
it w ill be w ith  y o u . during the  
year, and bid you farew ell at the  
close.”
First Kaimin Timely  
The first edition of the Kaim in
m m eaning “som ething w as tim ely. It reported to the stu -
w ritten,” w as chosen. Charles P ix -  
ley  was elected editor and the first 
issue of the Kaim in appeared dur­
ing com mencement of that year. It 
was in pam phlet form w ith 28 
pages.
The following year the Kaim in  
appeared monthly in pam phlet 
form, and the number of pages was 
increased to 75. Later the Kaimin 
was incorporated, entered in  the 
mails as second class matter, and 
was changed from pam phlet form  
to common newspaper style.
CORDS AND ROSES 
SET OFF SOPHOMORES
The sophomore class in  1914, 
because of agitation for a distinc­
tive article of dress, voted for the 
wom en to wear a yellow  rose.
The men adopted corduroy trou­
sers only after a long and wordy  
battle. It seem s that some of the
m en wanted specially shaped caps | can te ll w hat that old paper brain  
of their class colors. | is thinking?
dents the details of D ew ey’s v ic ­
tory at Manila and m ade the an­
nouncem ent that spring, 1898, MSU  
would have commencement exer­
cises— for the first graduating class 
ever to em erge from th is campus.
The Kaim in had its humor, too, 
even then. In  fact, one issue told  
the story of a typical student’s  
short college life  sim ply thus: 
“CRAM —  EXAM —  F L U N K -  
TRUNK.”
Today’s Kaimin
Today the Kaim in as w e know  
it is published right here on the  
campus in its own pressroom, but 
the earliest ones w ere published in  
betw een long treks to the M issoul- 
ian and back.
N ow  on its anniversary, the  
Kaim in takes the leisure to look  
back from its last edition, 1948, to  
its first edition, 1898, back over 
those struggling 50 years, and w ho
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Kirby Davidson Eleventh 
MSU Rhodes Scholar; 
First Award Made in ’04
R. Kirby Davidson
When R. Kirby Davidson steps from the boat in England 
next September to enter Oxford university, he will become 
the 11th Montana State University student to received that 
honor by way of Rhodes scholarships.
At the same time, he w ill become^-----------------------------------------
the 19th Montana resident and the 
second journalism major at the 
University to win the award. The 
first winner from the School of 
Journalism was Clarence K. Streit 
’20, author of “Union Now.”
First to Barnes
The first Rhodes scholarship 
awarded a Montana man was re­
ceived by George E. Barnes ’04. 
He was followed in 1907 by James 
R. Thomas, another student at the 
University. From that time there 
were no more candidates until 
after the first World War. The stu­
dents to receive the award after 
the war were Radcliffe H. Beck­
with ’20, James A. Farmer ’21, 
Burt Teats ’23, D. C. Skeels ’30, 
Harold Fitzgerald ’32, Eugene Sun- 
derlin ’33 and Robert S. Bates ’37, 
who was at Oxford before and 
after World War II.
Montana residents who received 
Rhodes scholarships while attend­
ing other schools were W. D. Cole 
’24, Harvard; Paul K. Hennessy ’26, 
Princeton; Andrew V. Corry ’27, 
Carroll college; M. H. Pakkala ’29, 
Montana State; John T. Hays Jr. 
’35, Montana State; Wallace J. 
Brooke ’37, Stanford; Charles Je- 
linek ’38, Montana State; and Ro­
bert L. Tichenor ’39, Montana 
State.
These candidates through the
years have been chosen for their 
scholastic ability, devotion to duty, 
unselfishness and fellowship, moral 
character and ability to lead, plus 
a physical vigor and an interest in 
outdoor activities.
Chosen from Districts
The 48 scholars who attend Ox­
ford each year on this basis are 
chosen from 8 districts, each 
district sending 6 men.
Some of that number under the 
present system at Oxford, attend 
with war service scholarships, 
which differ from regular scholar­
ships in age requirement and mari­
tal status. A  veteran who is mar­
ried can attend under the new sys­
tem and can take his family to 
England, provided he can obtain 
housing for them.
Other Rules
Other rules governing the schol­
arships have not been changed 
since they were started. The can­
didates receive $1,600 yearly al­
lowance, which at present is sup­
plemented by' an additional $400. 
Each scholar is encouraged to 
travel about England or on the 
continent, as time permits. The 
scholarships range from 2 to 3 
years. The length of time depends 
on his standard of work and con­
duct during that period.
‘Cupid’ White 
Turned Out 1Winning Tean̂
In 1909, Roy (Cupid) Whit<
’46 Interscholastic 
Visitors Locked Out; 
Forgot Rules
1909 Kaimin Ads 
Plug Swaggers
The slogan of the high school stu­
dents who attended the MSU track 
meet in ’46 was “While in Rome 
do as the Romans do.” Thus equip­
ped, they set out to conquer the
T u r n  th e  O th e r  C h eek , Joe , 
T h e  B o b ca ts  A r e  H e r e
campus.
Their main aim was to appear as 
much like their hosts and hostesses 
as possible and find their way 
around the campus with noncha­
lance and ease, but in most cases it 
ended in a sorrowful state.
Many of the students lost them­
selves among the “Helens” and 
“Hildas,” others were somewhat 
embarrassed when they entered the 
wrong dorm or were locked out 
because they forgot about the rules 
and regulations.
With these experiences the stu­
dents learned their first lesson on 
how to™ ct and live in “Rome.”
The year 1909 was a big year 
for the University. The varsity 
football team turned in its first 
undefeated season in history; the 
school sent a representative to Ox­
ford on a Rhodes scholarship, and 
18 persons graduated that year, 11 
of them women.
Even with the majority favor­
ing women, the ads in the Kaimin 
made their appeal to the college 
male. A typical ad of the day ran 
something like this, “Our clothes 
are made for the college fellow  
and are distinctly different than 
the kind the other fellows wear. 
Mark you, when you see one of 
those swagger suits going down the 
street with a ‘Rah’ on each sleeve, 
a kink in the tail, and a feather in 
the lapel, it’s an ‘L’ system and it’s 
from Beeson-Armstrong.”
Other ads tempted Joe College
coaching for the second year s 
the University, turned out the onl# 
untarnished record in  the team^ 
history. From the time-worn page 
or that year’s Kaimin, the rugged 
Grizzly schedule is unveiled. a
The varsity opened against thc 
Missoula high school and downe0 
them easily 33-0. The Fort Sha^ 
Indians were driven back in theP 
wigwams the following week be 
a score of 52-0.
Against the School of Mines i 
Butte, Montana ran into a stulr 
born Miner team and the ganf 
ended in a 0-0 deadlock. TB* 
Miners then dropped Montari* 
State in two successive games 6-® 
and 10-6.
The University went on to d< 
feat the State 3-0 on a field goiC 
and the state title was flung op<, 
to the Miners of Butte and tlj 
State University. Montana’s ne:e 
game was against the Fort Mi , 
soula soldiers, an easy victory f^ 
the varsity to the tune of 42-0. 3(
In the state^ intercollegiaa 
championship game Montana cor,j 
pletely'out-maneuvered the Schc; 
of Mines to win easily by the sco 
of 24-0. Montana continued b 
winning ways on Thanksgivi^ 
day by subduing the Bobcats oat 
more 15-0 to close the Univer 
sity’s first undefeated season * 
history. _
down town, boasting of suits a*1Stop coats priced from $15 to $:
I To be fashionable Joe wore broa1 
striped or checker-board trouse3 
la  turtleneck sweater, and for ti 
final touch an Ulster pocket knf“ 
I Howards served hot lunches : 
15 cents all day. Orvis music sb5 
I had his favorite times, “Twei?u 
three Skidoo” and “Whistle It.”01
'The Grizzlies and the Bobcats came when Montana State Univer-
were not always as friendly as they 
now seem to be.
A few years ago the opinion of 
the students seemed to be that the 
best school was the one that most 
successfully messed up the other’s 
campus and plans, depending on 
which school was host.'
Each year this practice gained 
more recognition. Pep-rally bon­
fires were lit before the intended 
time. “B’s” painted with calcimine 
appeared all over the MSU campus, 
and large “M’s” were painted on 
the MSC campus. Such doings took 
place before every game between 
the two schools.
In the spring of *39 the climax
Pete’s Fur Shop
125 East Main 
Phone 2811
Hats off to
the Kaimin’s 50 Years 
of service to 
MSU and Missoula
PETE’S FUR and
FASHION SHOP
sity played host to Montana State. 
The Bobcats arrived and all was 
quiet, on the campus, that night, 
but in the morning things had 
changed, especially the “M” on 
Mount Sentinel for it was trans­
fixed into a huge “B.” The library 
was also decorated with “B ’s” ap­
plied w ith paint. The “M” was con­
verted back to its normal shape, by 
university students, but little could 
be done about the paint on the 
library.
Later that spring a meeting of 
representatives from the two 
schools was held in  Helena where 
it was agreed that both schools 
would bury the hatchet and live in 
peace and harmony forever after.
Maybe Defeated 
But Never Licked
Covering up defeat isn’t a new  
idea. Back in 1921 Montana lost a
DEC. 2, 1909
Mr. A. L. Stone, editor of the 
Daily Missoulian, addressed a con­
vocation yesterday on “The News­
paper and the Square Deal.” ■
football game to Idaho and th e re­
port in the Kaimin the next day 
spent nearly a page telling why  
Montana lost, but failed to mention 
the score.
Among the outstanding state­
ments was Coach Bernie Bier- 
man’s. “The team was outfought, 
outplayed, and forgot all the foot­
ball it ever had. Idaho was a good 
team.”
The closest the article edme to 
giving the score was a vivid des­
cription of Montana making its lone 
touchdown in the third quarter. 
The only place the score could be 
found was buried deep in a sports 
story' in the Daily Missoulian; 
[Idaho 35, Montana 7.
A BOUQUET OF ROSES
to the Montana Kaimin for 50 years 
of service to Missoula and MSU
Call us for flowers for that special occasion . . .
3
Garden City Floral Co.
“Home Grown Flowers Last Longer”
119 N. Higgins Phone 6628
Nothing Fancy Here—
Just our sincere good wishes to the Mon-,v 
tana Kaimin. Progress is what keeps thes* 
world going, and Montana State Univer- 
sity progress is personified in the growths 
of one of the outstanding student news-* 
papers in the Pacific Northwest—the" 
Montana Kaimin.
We’re proud to have had a hand in 
your development, and will continue giv­
ing you service that is consistent with 
both our aims—giving the best we have.
So congratulations, Montana Kaimin, 
for distinguished service to Montana 
State University.
American Typefounders
Sales Corp.
71 Columbia St. Seattle 4, Wash.
Q
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MSU Battled 
With UCLA 
jOver Monikeritj
a In 1926 Montana almost stopped 
o]j>eing the Grizzlies to become the 
mjMuckers.”
g5 It all happened about a year 
earlier  when the Boys at UCLA be­
came Ursidae, or Brown Bear, con­
sciou s too. MSU played down there 
len 1926, and was astonished when  
^.ports writers of the Los Angeles 
lefim es referred to the Montana 
^earn as “Muckers” and the Cali­
fornia team as “Grizzlies.”
; J A  sm all war was imm ediately 
Jtarted over the theft of Montana’s 
Jam e. UCLA showed a lack of m a- 
pjce when they proved that they  
y^ad never heard of MSU sports­
m en by the name of Grizzlies, but 
till they hung on to the title.
J The California school w as pretty  
Jow erful on the coast and things 
3 o k e d  dark for MSU until the 
jlSM SU President and Professor 
TL J. Elrod, head of the biology 
department, dug up some facts.
1  Wrote Mr. Elrod: “I think it is 
absurd that a California school 
; tiould choose that name. There 
hasn’t been a grizzly bear in Gali- 
°T)mia for over 25 years.”
Recent Jumbo-North Feud Has 
Counterpart In MSU History
The feud between Jumbo and North halls, starting through 
the Kaimin and concluded on the Chem-Pharm field on Jumbo 
hall day, may be a carry-over from 1939 when the men of 
South hall severed all relations with the women of North hall.
It all started when the gals gave a dance and completely 
excluded South hall men in their invitations. The men took 
..................................................... .............. # to  the Kaimin columns to avenge
1920 Essays 
By Gussie
UCLA dug up a new  bear.
SjShort Briefs 
HFrom 1944
■jctober 27, 1944—
J Clarence Streit, noted author and 
^ w spap er correspondent, and a
3**aduate of WSU in 1917, spoke on tem ational politics at a special 
invocation this morning, 
j “I am firm ly opposed to setting  
J ) another League of Nations be­
muse I believe that its failure 
Jould be inevitable. Any organiza- 
Ibn that seeks to be a government 
: governments rather than a gov- 
•nment of peoples is ddbmed to 
iilure,” Streit said, 
jptember 1944—
Claud E. Lord, former compositor 
!r the Missoulian, w ill be the new  
jreman of the Journalism Typo- 
aphical Laboratory and U niver- 
jy Press at MSU. 
btober 27, 1 9 4 4 -  
Dr. Charles W. Leaphart, dean 
the School of Law, is in  a local 
Ispital recovering from a vertebra 
nury received w hen he fe ll from  
] ladder w hile picking apples at 
s home in Rattlesnake valley. 
November 7, 1944—  
jg Second Lieut. Ray Fenton ’43 has 
covered from wounds received in  
^"tion in the Palau islands in Sep­
tember, according' to information 
.  ceived by his parents.
A  column titled “Ignorant Es­
says by ‘Gussie’ ” appeared in  the 
Kaimin in  1920.
Gussie w as fond of comment on 
local and national issues, as for 
example:
‘There are a lot of Bolshevik or­
ganizations on the campus. They 
are always holding rushen parties.
‘The Mortar board is laying a 
good foundation for the observance 
of University traditions.
‘Busy Editor— ‘Get out of this 
office, you big Swede.’
“Swede— ‘Veil, ay yust see das 
sign says Kaim in.’
“Many coed is an art student 
w hen she stands before her mirror.
“Only the lawnm ower is sup- 
I posed to cut the campus.
“The appearance of W. J. Bryan 
in  politics during these prohibition 
tim es makes dry reading.
“After reading about the liquor 
! blindness in  New York w e drank 
many a jinger-ale deciding whether  
or not w e wood alcohol up a little.
“Cellar championships used to 
be the low est notch on the ladder 
of fame. But w hat about the man 
who has the w ell-filled  w ine one?”
Send the Graduates
m
v- Out Into the World
With A Quality Gift
n, *  RINGS
na
*  WATCHES 
i f  COMPACTS
Congratulations to 
the Montana Kaimin  
on its
50th Anniversary
FOR DIAMONDS
Hammond Arcade
Article Reports 
Losses Due to 
Corrupt Officials
In psychological terms they call 
it  rationalization. In journalistic  
terms it’s editorializing. Both are 
supposedly undesirable.
A  pretty good exam ple of the  
latter is ' this article, and a good 
exam ple of both is an article in  
the Nov. 14, 1912* edition of the 
W eekly Kaim in, w hen the report 
came that the U niversity had lost 
over $500 in one season on football.
Here’s the first paragraph of the 
article.
“Football has lost for the associ­
ated students $510 this year, ac­
cording to the report made by  
Manager Armitage of the A.S.M.U. 
— $192 of this loss w as incurred oh 
the Utah trip. Had the Utah Aggies 
not used corrupt officials this trip 
would have made money, for had 
the Grizzlies won, Utah university  
would have given a large guar­
antee. The game w ith the State 
college Saturday lost about $120.”
this segregation.
• They contended that despite bud­
get embarrassments and pressing, 
tim e-consum ing duties, they had 
unselfishly and lavishly contribu­
ted vast portions of their personal 
and other resources to the enter­
tainment of the North hall wenches 
and had resisted often the tempta­
tion of greener and more alluring 
pastures.
They said further that because 
the girls had proven them selves 
fickle and faithless, unappreciative  
and snobbish, they would, in the 
future, carefully omit said unlovely  
damsels from all frolics, either 
given by them selves or others and 
would no longer resist the call of 
founchelsewhere.
For two w eeks the cold war 
raged, but a simple little  valentine  
from the North hall girls restored 
harmony. The men, overwhelm ed  
at the thought of reconciliation, 
took up a collection for telegraphed 
valentines for the co-eds.
Peace was com pletely restored 
when at 10 that night the girls 
gathered on the lawn of South hall 
and sang “Goodnight Sweetheart.”
Country Boy 
Makes Good
Dr. Harold C. Urey, a graduate 
of Montana State University, and 
a Nobel prize winner who helped  
develop the atomic bomb, w as the 
Charter day speaker of ’46.
Dr. Urey graduated from MSU 
in 1917, later he became a member 
of the faculty, and delivered the 
commencement adress to tile class 
of 1935.
He has also received the Willard 
Gibbs medal from the Chicago sec­
tion of the American Chemical 
society, the Davy m edal from the 
Royal Society of London and the  
Franklin m edal from the Franklin 
institute.
Dr. Urey did research in the de­
velopm ent of the atomic bomb. The 
discovery for w hich he received  
the 1934 Nobel prize in chemistry, 
“heavy water,” w as described in a 
statem ent prepared by Winston 
Churchill as “an elem ent in  one of 
the possible processes.”
He was a member of the univer­
sity faculty from 1919 to 1921.
Twenty-Five Years Ago
June 6, 1923
Dean Stone Night, the annual 
tradition of the School of Journal­
ism in honor of its founder, Dean  
A. L. Stone, w as held last night in  
Greenough park.
The eventful day soon passed 
and as evening progressed the  
group w as entertained by the mas­
ter story-teller him self, Dean  
Stone. “Ole” Bue gave tw o recita­
tions, one of them  in dialect. B ill 
Cogswell was master of cere­
monies. About 75 journalists at­
tended.
Kaimin, a word of the combined 
Kalispell and Selish languages, 
means anything written or printed, 
or in its broader sense, may even  
signify the pen, or pencil with  
which the writing was done..
Kaimin ‘Stones’ 
Make History
The two “makeup stones” ijow in 
daily use by the Kaimin have seen  
much of the history of Montana. 
The older of these stones arrived 
in Montana before Montana re­
ceived statehood— even before the 
railroad entered the state. It has 
seen constant service relating the 
political fights, growth, and gossip  
of the state.
The stone, a slab approxim ately  
six  feet by three feet, is used as 
a table on w hich the page-size  
forms lie  w hile type is being placed 
in them.
This stone first saw  service w ith  
the Sun River Sun in 1882 after it 
had been shipped up the Missouri 
river and then carried by pack 
train from Fort Benton to Sun 
River.
In 1885, when m ost of the Sun 
River population w ent to Great 
Falls, the stone w as m oved too, 
and was used to assem ble the Great 
Falls Tribune for the next 45 years.
It w as discarded in  1930 when  
Dean A. L. Stone, founder of the 
School of Journalism, w as first 
soliciting for equipm ent to start 
the school’s first printing plant. He 
was visiting the Great Falls Tri­
bune and, seeing the stone dis­
carded, had it shipped to Missoula.
We w on’t let congress find out 
about this, but back in  1904 the 
m elody of the Russian national an­
them was used in a school song en ­
titled, “H ail Montana.”
You Pay A Quarter 
To Hear the Game
Sports fans can be glad that 
progress has been made in broad­
casting gam es since 1921, w hen  
the Kaim in carried an announce­
m ent that 25 cents admission would  
be charged to listen to the w ire re­
port of the M ontana- Washington 
football game.
Incidentally in  those, days they  
didn’t call them  the W ashington 
Huskies. They w ere known as the  
Sundodgers.
Freshmen Climb 
To Paint the ‘M’ 
Sophomore Plan
W henever freshm en go up to  
paint the “M,” they can alw ays 
look back and lay  the blam e on the  
sophomores. For it w as the sopho­
mores, back in  1912, that first gave 
the freshm en the job.
This w as the w ay the story w as 
printed in  the Sept. 19, 1912, edi­
tion of the W eekly■ Kaimin.
“The class of 1915, ever w ide­
awake and ready to start som e­
thing new , have already shown  
that th ey intend to continue this 
policy by creating a new  tradition. 
A t a recent class, m eeting they de­
cided to turn over th e care o f the 
block “M” on Mount Sentinel to  
the freshmen.
A  com m ittee of three sopho­
mores and three freshm en w ill 
m eet to arrange the date.”
We’ve Got the Tops
★  IN ENTERTAINMENT
★  IN NEWS COVERAGE
★  IN PUBLIC SERVICE
Congratulations to the Montana Kaimin 
On Its 50th Anniversary
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Make Your Home or Your Room 
MORE ENJOYABLE
With
Home Furnishings
Congratulations to the Montana Kaimin 
on Its 50th Anniversary
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Looking Back on 50 Years of Kaimin Publication
Gratitude for 50  Years of Progress
As the 50th Anniversary edition of the Kaimin goes to press I 
would like to take this editorial opportunity to speak for the 
editors, assistants, and people concerned with Kaimin publication 
these many years.
These 50 years mark a grand era in Kaimin service and the 
many who continued on supporting the paper’s causes, trials, and 
trihulations during this period deserve a great deal of credit, 
credit that can’t be given in kind, hut the type of credit that only 
can be explained through perusal of 50 years of good journalism.
No doubt these many editors and faculty advisers enjoyed the 
experience of watching the Kaimin grow as much as the staffs of 
the past three years. Many changes have been made in 50 years, 
from the small 1898 booklet to the full size format of the 20s and 
30s to the tabloids of the 40s. The paper has expanded in all ways, 
from size, from periodic to daily publication, and in each case the 
Kaimin continually has forged ahead.
Support A Keynote In Success
The expanding field of Montana journalism has given the 
Kaimin this break, this advantage of being what we consider one 
of the more professional college papers in the west. From the days 
of “the Shack” to the important innovation of a modem School of 
Journalism, improvements that materially benefit the Kaimin 
have continued to multiply. We can’t begin to list each gain the 
paper has received through the conscientous efforts of those many 
people concerned. It would take a page for each person, the many 
Montana publishers and editors, the alums, and interested people 
who have forwarded suggestions, criticisms and finance to the 
enterprises undertaken by the University and the Kaimin. This 
support and backing gaye the Kaimin everything it has today, the 
backbone of freedom of the press in a student publication, modern
journalisitc education and facilities that are unsurpassed by ax 
similar school in the United States.
Even today, as in yesteryears, the paper is jokingly debunked Y 
some students, but today, as always, we have the hue and cry whc 
the paper hits the campus a few minutes late.
Present and Future Look Good
Last year marked the second inauguration of four issues p 
week. This, through additional advertising, has enabled tl 
Kaimin to stay above the economic waters of financial despair ai 
there has been talk of expanding more by creation of a daily. I j 
creased enrollment and facilities in the journalism school are x I 
sponsible for recent growth and size of the Kaimin. The streai 
lining of the paper was necessary to cope with increased reportii 
and copyreading laboratories.
Scope of the advertising has also enlarged in recent years and 
due essentially to increased personnel in advertising practij 
courses. The paper throughout the years cannot overlook withoj 
gratitude those advertisers who have chosen to use the Kaimij 
not merely as a donation media, hut as an advertising media | 
real value and worth, appealing to 2,500 to 3,000 students.
Many deadlines were met, difficult as it may have been som 
times. We still have our engraving troubles, reporter’s deadline 
and typographical and copyreader’s mistakes. But more deadlin 
will be met in years to come and I feel, as we go to press on this 2 
page edition, that 50 years from now it will be essentially tl 
same progressive Kaimin, thanks to all those individuals wt 
helped make it that way.
Special awards of thanks for this issue should go to Frank K ub 
and Judson Moore, journalism students who planned eight pas 
as part of a senior seminar project. Other thanks to Prof. I 
Dugan, Kaimin adviser, and Clatid Lord, University Press foi 
man, for guidance and help.—Paul A. Hawkins, Editor
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Excerpts from.
The Year 1900
Owing to the large increase in 
attendance at the University this 
year, boarding places in the city  
are at a premium. One young lady  
and her mother evinced their in ­
terest in the U  and their staunch 
determination not to be conquered 
by adverse circumstances, by liv ­
ing in  a tent for a w eek or two, 
w hile waiting for a home, and that 
too, during very disagreeable, 
rainy weather.
The ground around the bicycle 
track is being rolled and fixed  
for a new  football and baseball 
field.
Tennis seem s to be very popular 
these days; the crowd swoops down 
on the courts lik e'a  flock of vu l­
tures and woe to those w ho don’t 
get there first.
Croquet seems to have had a re­
v ival also this spring, and some­
times the students w ax  enthusiast­
ic over it.
Students Collect First 
Kaintin News in
The Kaimin switched from a 
magazine to a newspaper in the 
spring of 1909 under the guiding 
hand of the new ly formed press 
club, w ith Robert C. Line as presi­
dent. It was the first attempt of 
the students to gather news as 
such and was independently  
formed by the students apart from  
the student body activities.
The board of directors of the 
first press club consisted of Miss 
Mamie Burke, vice president, J. 
B. Speer, and Robert C. Line.
Robert Line became the manag­
ing editor of the new  Kaim in and 
McCowan, editor-in-chief. At that 
tim e the paper had no printing 
press and the students took the 
copy to the Missoulian to be 
printed. A. LI Stone, late founder 
and dean of M ontana’s journalism  
school, was editor of the Missoula 
paper.
Line and his staff worked many 
hours before each publication and 
put out a paper once a w eek over 
a period of eight w eeks before the 
spring quarter ended.
The students expressed the pur­
pose of the new Kaimin in the 
first editorial of the first issue:
“The w eekly Kaimin is primari­
ly  a newspaper and in .this func­
tion w ill exert every effort to 
make good. It has a mission to per­
form, and w e trust that the w eekly  
through its editorial column and 
its general tone w ill place before 
the students, the faculty, the 
alumni, and friends, a clean 
wholesom e v iew  of college life  
and to represent the Montana spirit 
as it is found in the classroom and 
the athletic field, at work and at 
play and in every phase of col­
legiate activity.”
In the February issue of the 
*’Kaim in” w e made some rather 
complimentary remarks about 
the MSC “Exponent.” That was 
before reading the last issue of 
that paper. W e desire to beg the 
pardon of our contemporary, and 
to take it  all back. W e promise 
not to so transgress again.
W here Can He be?
Has Kilroy Re-enlisted A fter  
In Campus Political Elections, 
Plain Disappeared?
D e f e a t  
Or Just
BT TOM COLLINS 
Kilroy was there. At the tem ­
porary freshman class elections of 
the class of 50 he received almost 
as many votes as the students who  
w ere running for offices.
Kilroy w as a popular guy at that 
tim e. He had just returned from  
Classes w ere dismissed for near- I five long years of -battle, and had
ly a w eek during the recent bliz­
zard.
A ll wraps and books found in  
nallways w ill be promptly thrown 
into the basement.
“The University Rapid Trans­
it System ” has resum ed opera­
tions once more “after many 
days” and a bus runs to the U  
four tim es a day. W e all appre­
ciate It, and w ill do our best to 
help the good cause along.
been in every army camp, navy  
port, and m arine detachm ent con­
nected w ith the war. He w as tired 
now, after w inning the war almost 
single handed, except for the little  
help that he had received from the 
Navy. He decided to settle down  
and get a little  book -leam -’en, so 
if there ’w as another war he  
would have a chance to be an offi­
cer, and wear some of those scram­
bled eggs on his cap, instead of 
being just a PFC again. And Kilroy  
would have m ore opportunity to
^Typewriter Stands 
^  Desk Lamps
Fountain Pen Repairs
And here’s another vote of congratulations 
to the Montana Kaimin on its 50th anniversary
Typewriter Service and Supply Co
314 North Higgins
for GRADUATION GIFTS
COSMETICS
PERFUMES
CAMERAS and SUPPLIES
MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
Congratulations to the Montana Kaimin for 50 
successful years from a Kaimin advertiser since 
the first issue, June 1,1898.
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More Than 50 Years In the Sam e Location
travel if  he w as an officer, so he  
took to the books.
When it came tim e to vote the 
freshman class,' naturally, wanted  
to elect a man who would be a 
good leader and perform his duties 
in a satisfactory manner. M any of 
the m en w ere veterans and had 
seen K ilroy’s autograph around the 
campus.
H e m ust have gained a powerful 
quantity of knowledge and experi­
ence on all h is travels. That’s our 
man. He is a born leader, decided  
the veterans, so they put Kilroy up 
for freshman president.
The votes w ere counted, but 
wait, w hat’s this? Kilroy defeated. 
Could it be true that K ilroy’s  bud­
dies had turned against him? Yes, 
it w as true, Kilroy w as defeated by
fellow  called Jerry Baldwin.
Since the election K ilroy’s mono­
gram has not appeared around the 
campus. He stays aw ay from social 
gatherings and no one seem s to 
know w here he spends his tim e  
anymore. M aybe Kilroy has re­
turned to the service.
The question—where is Kilroy?
Grandpa*s Days 
Had Advantages
The atom ic-m inded student of 
modern M SU m ight look w ith  
scorn on the idiotic styles o f 1905 
Joe College, but old Joe had his  
advantages too.
A  1905 Kaim in lists the “College 
Crusher” bow ler type hat in  colors 
of gray or black, priced at $1.25 
and $2.
“This is  the hat w orn by  stu­
dents of all the large colleges and 
universities,” the ad reads.
U niversity of Montana hat bands 
w ere listed at 25 cents extra.
APRIL 14, 1942
Ray Fenton, Missoula, has been  
chosen editor of the Kaim in .for  
the coming year.
Kaimin vs. Masquers
Battle Isn’t N ew
The battle m ay be on, but B ill 
Smurr didn’t start it. The journal­
ists and the Masquers have long  
been having critic trouble.
Open combat flared to a degree 
that on Jan. 6, 1939 the Kaimin  
staff issued a formal challenge of 
a basketball game to all the Mas­
quers. This challenge enumerated 
the various abuses the staff suf­
fered such as defam ing the at­
tempts of the journalists to tone 
down and gloss over their con­
tinual displays of poor taste and 
poor talent on the stage, their 
constant demanding of free pub­
licity  in  the Kaimin, and their 
practice of promulgating propa­
ganda to the effect that the Kaimin 
w as nought but a rag.
The challenge w as accompanied  
by a wager of 16 gallons of beer to 
be supplied by the losers and con­
sumed by both parties.
The challenge w as duly accepted 
and the game played on Jan. 24. 
The M asquers w on and the de­
cision stuck despite journalists’ 
cries o f ineligible players and 
Masquers denials.
The gam e outcom e is  known but 
research fails to  reveal w hether  
the wager w as ever paid.
NOVEMBER, 1903
The Kaimin staff has decided 
to add sports coverage to  the  
paper. W alter Hammer, ’04, has 
been elected sports editor.
DEC. 12, 1922
Edward Rosendorf, former stu­
dent .of the journalism school, is  
working on the San Francisco 
Examiner. ,
Drop In
for Coffee and
whenever 
you’re in town
BROWNIE’S 
DOUGHNUT and 
ICE CREAM SHOP
Congratulations
To the Montana Kaimin on its 
50th anniversary, and to the 
1948 graduating class, we say 
“Congratulations, a n d  g o o d  
luckr
Florence Laundry
The College Crowd
Likes the Kaimin
—and it likes the real Southern Fried Chicken, 
Delicious Steaks, and the variety of 
Mixed Drinks at
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE MONTANA KAIM IN
^RED^ 
WHITE
V FOOD £ 
STORES
Congratulations to the Montana Kaimin 
on its 50th Anniversary
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S p o rts  S t a f f  S cores S coop  
O n  T id d ly  T o u r n a m e n t
BY WILLIAM McCALL
During a lull in the month of February, the year of our 
Lord, 1909, the sports writer of the Kaimin scooped the ath­
letic event of the season, the Grand Tiddly Tournament held 
in the Faculty Room.
The sophomore team had accepted the challenge of the 
senior Winkey Winkers and the date was set for Tuesday, 
February* 11, 4:30, with tea to be4>
served after the game. Admission: 
students, ten cents; faculty, fif­
teen cents. The teams repaired to 
their training tables under the 
able management of their respec­
tive coaches and trainers.
Caps, Gowns
On the afternoon of the event­
ful day, the senior team in their 
caps and gowns, were seen at all 
times practicing thumb exercises, 
such as plunging the thumb in ice 
water and immediately running 
around the campus, these exercises 
having been said to strengthen that 
member.
The sophomore team, mean­
while, might have been found in 
quiet and sequested spots, warm
tain various colored winks.
As this was the first game of the 
season, excitement ran high. The 
boys ably supported the girls on 
the teams, and stakeholders were 
in demand. Promptly at 4:30, the 
girls took their places at the chalk 
rings drawn on the carpet of the 
Faculty Room. The trainers ad­
ministered the last thumb exercise 
with the aid of a bucket of water 
and a large Turkish towel.
The referee’s whistle sounded 
above a burst of cheers and the 
game began. The s p e c t a t o r s  
crowded around the rings. At the 
end of the first half the score 
stood 8 to 6 in favor of the seniors 
and at the end of the second, 16
Jesse Calls Kaimin 
Yellow Sheet—1921
Once in the history of the Kai­
min it has been publicly called a 
yellow newspaper and Dr. R. H. 
Jesse declared it so on the basis 
of a chemical test he conducted in  
his general chemistry class in  1921.
A  copy of the Kaimin was taken 
to illustrate the bleaching effect of 
sulphur-dioxide on printing ink. 
When the sheet was exposed to the 
gas, the ink remained unchanged 
but the paper turned bright yellow.
- “I am fully convinced that the 
student paper is a yellow  sheet,” 
Dr. Jesse said at the conclusion of 
the experiment.
and perspiring, bending over cer- I to 16. It was decided to play the
rubber in a five-minute game.
In the stress of the moment dig­
nity was thrown to the winds. Both 
teams croilched over their rings in 
such anxiety that they obstructed 
both the view and each other’s 
playing.
The faculty stood on chairs, add­
ing their shouts to the din. The 
final result was 8 to 5 in favor of 
the sophomores. The seniors out­
weighed the sophomores, but the 
latter had' a longer period of train­
ing.
Journalism School Dedicated in 
Tribute to Montana Journalism
State educators, veteran newspapermen, alumni and other 
friends of the" School of Journalism converged op Missoula 
Dec. 13, 1937 and dedicated a $180,000-tribute to Montana i 
journalism and the school’s place in higher education.
Central figures at the formal^-------------------------------------------- ■-----
‘SOS T onight-SO S Tonight’ 
Called from Turn of Century
opening ceremonies were Gov. Roy 
E. Ayers, Dr. George Finlay Sim­
mons, Justice Sam Stewart, and 
Dean A. L. Stone.
President Simmons, represent­
ing Montana State University, re­
ceived the new building from Gov­
ernor Ayers and in turn presented 
it to Dean Stone as the climax of 
the ceremonies.
During the dedication exercises 
the building was locked. Immedi­
ately following the presentation, 
Dean Stone opened the building for 
inspection. Members of Theta 
Sigma Phi and Sigma Delta Chi, 
women’s and men’s journalism  
honoraries, directed v i s i t o r s  
through the building.
A dedication dinner, with Dean 
Stone as toastmaster, followed at 
8 p.m. Chief speaker was Justice
Sam Stewart, who was governor of 
Montana in 1914, the year in which 
the School of Journalism was 
founded.
Members of the state board o f 1 
education, meeting in Missoula that 
day, attended the dinner. They 
were Governor Ayers; Attorney 
General Harrison Freeboume; 
Ruth Reardon, superintendent of 
public institutions; Wallace Bren­
nan, Missoula; Rev. Emmett J. 
Riley, Helena; Carl D. Dorton, 
Glasgow; Reyn Leedom, Billings; 
E. C. Carruth, Havre; W. S. David­
son, Bozeman; George M. Gosman, 
Dillon; and • Mrs. Mamie Nance, 
Birney.
The presidents of the units of 
the Greater University of Montana 
and members of the State Press 
association attended.
BY WARD SIMS
If one were to turn back the 
pages of time to the ‘good old days” 
following the Gay Nineties and 
walk around the campus the 
scenes would be different. In 1905, 
the year with which this article 
is  concerned, mustaches for the 
men and mutton-leg sleeves for the 
gals were the vogue—and high­
toed-several-button shoes, baggy- 
bowl pipes, peg-top trousers, and, 
then as now, beers were the order 
of the day.
A walk around the oval might 
enable one to catch a glimpse of 
a young, dapper, handsome" gradu­
ate student from the University of 
California. Perhaps he might stop 
and inquire if our 20th century 
visitor were going to attend the 
“sing” to be held on the steps , of 
Old Science hall.
Fun to Be Had
He would hurry from student to 
student, urging their presence at 
the “sing” with encouraging re-
Say “Congratulations” to 
the graduate with one of 
our fine ties.
We Say
“CONGRATULATIONS” 
to the
MONTANA KAIMIN 
on its
50th Anniversary
marks about the fun that would be 
had by all.
This man’s name was Robert 
Sibley and to him goes the honor 
of having started one of MSU’s 
most revered traditions, Singing 
on the Steps. Mr. Sibley, a hard­
working man with a great capacity 
for Organizing, not only started 
S^O.S., but he also was instrument­
al in starting Silent Sentinel and 
brought Penetralis (later to be 
known as Mortar Board) to the 
campus.
Mr. Sibley worked hard to bring 
together enough students'To make 
the intended sing a success. Final­
ly, he had a small but enthusiastic 
group organized and one night they 
sang and chatted for about a half 
an hour on the steps of Science 
hall. Those assembled agreed to 
! return and sing again sometime.
Left No Stone Unturned 
| Mr. Sibley left no stone unturned 
tq gather new backers for what he 
hoped Would become a pleasant 
and lasting tradition on the cam­
pus. In the next few years the sings 
became increasingly popular and 
groups of students periodically ap­
peared at the steps to sing and 
talk in the evening.
By 1909 the S.O.S.’s had become 
almost a tradition and was in prac­
tically the same form as it is now. 
The singers gathered at 7:30 in the 
evening and disbanded at 8 with  
the singing of “College, Chums.”
In 1910 an. editorial in the Kai­
min complained that the tradition 
was dying out. It wasn’t, for that 
night, one of the largest gatherings 
up to that date gathered on the 
.steps and sang. It was the real be­
ginning of S.O.S. as an integral 
part of life at MSU. The “sings” 
were given a specific day and be­
came a part of the spring track 
meet.
Gained Popularity
“The “sings” gained so much 
popularity during the next couple 
of years that 'informal gatherings 
took place whenever the opportu­
nity presented itself. In 1913 an j 
S.O.S. spurred on a debate team 
and in 1915 an S.O.S. gave the 
Glee Club an enthusiastic send off 
with wishes for a “pleasant trip 
and a speedy return.”
In 1915 an editorial was pub­
lished in the Kaimin instructing 
the Freshman in the great tradi­
tions of Montana and the deep, 
dafk mysteries of college life. The 
editorial read in part: “It is a 
communion with that invisible in­
spiration, our Alma Mater—which 
you w ill feel more strongly after 
association and entwining friend­
ship have gripped you. You will 
learn to love it more strongly as 
ever you w ill love human beings 
I —-all we ask, Freshmen, appear 
to do your part in the first S.O.S.’s 
of your college career, time will 
| do the rest.”
MSC Liked It
With such a plug the “sings” 
couldn’t miss. Ih fact, When a 
group of coeds were up here for 
a vocational meet from the Cow 
college in 1917 they were so en­
thused by the “sings” that they 
told a Kaimin reporter that it was 
“just what they needed at Boze­
man.”
Even as these things wefce tak­
ing place there were a few who 
were saying that Montana’s most 
respected tradition was dying out. 
] How wrong they were.
In 1925, members of Silent Sen­
tinel were tapped at the foot of 
Main hall acompanied by the sing­
ing of the student body. Mr. Sib­
ley would have rejoiced if he could 
have been present and witnessed 
the union of his two worthy con­
tributions to Montana State Uni­
versity.
Singing on the Steps still re­
mains as one of MSU’s most be­
loved traditions. i It has stolen 
through the years, giving enjoy­
ment to every participant from 
1905 to ?. Thanks to Mr. Robert 
Sibley.
“WELL DONE” TO THE KAIMIN FOR 50 
YEARS OF SERVICE TO MSU
World’s Finest Permanent Waving
Speaking of Records—
You’ll find every one of the latest and best on our 
shelves. If you want classical mood music, or the latest 
in the popular field, we have it.
TALES OF HOFFMAN 
Offenbach—London 
Philharmonic
DANSE MACABRE 
Saint-Saens—Chicago 
Symphony
And add our congratulations to the Montana Kaimin for 
its 50 years of outstanding service to MSU.
HEFTE’S MUSIC SHOP
“The Music Center” 
310 North Higgins
YOUR DRUGGIST..; i W i
SAYS*
/
Qcca/tfOuctJA6 i/m funZ& n£
jitv  (M £6e^aSc& 7Z6 
n \ jf
( .
Quality Drugs for Your Every need
Peek’s Pharmacy
337 North Higgins Phone 3231
18 SER V IC E
If your radio isn’t doing its best for you, bring it 
along to us, and we’ll see that it does. 
Congratulations to the Montana Kaimin 
on its 50th Anniversary
Waif or d Electric
131 East Broadway
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“Beat Michigan” . . . 1904 Variety
Times haven’t changed niuch in the years between the 
present and the year 1904. The students had much the same 
problems as we have today—money, studies, and school spirit.
Here is what the Kaimin had to say about it back in the 
good old days.
“We are admonished to show our college spirit by attending 
all the games and contributing financially to the dances that 
follow the games, but we see a cessation of college spirit till 
time for the referee’s whistle to call the next kickoff.
“It is believed by many that college spirit is like a pill, to 
be taken before retiring; and those taking it retire to hibernate 
for the remainder of the semester and all of the appetite has 
been satisfied. We have yet to learn that that appetite has been 
satisfied in the University of Montana.
.“What good does it do to tell the student body upon every 
public occasion that its spirit is unsurpassed in the land, and 
so herald it forth in the college paper, while each individual 
is telling every other individual confidentially that the spirit 
is of the meanest?
“Let everyone know what is a fact, that it is of a low order 
when used simply as a virtuous cloak with which to clothe 
some favored line of work.
“You do not speak of college spirit when you refer to that 
which is enthusiastic in one department and sees no more, 
you speak of pitiable narrowness. College spirit is shown in 
the loyal support of all activities, and lives through the cold 
weather of winter.”—Ron Rice.
Kaimin Policies
Editor Don Larson, 1938 Kaimin, calculated correctly on at 
least one prediction. In May of that year, a convocations audi­
ence' voted to replace “Up With Montana” with “Hail Copper 
Silver, Gold” as the university’s official anthem. Larson 
doubted students would make the drastic changeover.
In the same month, Kaimin editorial columns criticized an 
edict issued by a traditions board prohibiting undergraduates 
to appear on the campus in corduroys; blasted the same com­
mittee the following week for negligence in the case of an es­
caped “Fessy,” and extended a welcome to some 300 Stephen’s 
college coeds.
Not ignoring 1938’s erruptive international scene, Larson 
criticized a local movement carried on by Missoula girls to 
personally boycott Japanese economy by their refusal to 
wear silk. Editor Larson expressed fear that a retaliation could 
be a Japanese cotton boycott.
A Kaimin poll late in the year revealed that seniors favored 
strict isolation for the United States but wanted a strong army 
and navy. They would fight, according to the poll, in a de­
fensive war, but declared that they wouldn’t in a war of 
aggression.—Margery Hunter.
Record-Breaking Enrollment
1914 Finds Craighead Raving Over Expected  
500 Enrollees; Foresters Under Sam e Roof 
As Lawyers
1918 Hectic Year,
W a r Was On
x ----------------
I Tile year 1918 w as not what 
could be called a “big year” at 
MSU. It was not a big school that 
(year, total enrollment 601. There 
I w as a war on.
' The Kaimin reflected the war 
■spirit. It came out tw ice a w eek  
fu ll of war stories w ith a local in ­
terest, letters from the boys in  
Tiperary and Dallas, reports from  
the girls Red Cross and w ar work  
committees and convocation lec ­
tures on nationism and how  to be 
a good soldier at home. The Lan­
guage department discontinued 
German—everyone w as mad at 
the Huns. There w ere informa­
tive  stories, interesting stories, sad 
stroies, and funny stories.
January
In January 1918, 109 students 
.enrolled in  a course called “The 
War Course.” Subjects, typing;
!shorthand. Purpose, as explained  
i|by Prof. E. A . Spaulding, director 
iof the course, to prepare candi­
dates for positions in  the clerical 
■department of the United States 
army.
The ROTC students w ho strug­
gle around five  hours a w eek un­
der eight and one half pounds of 
| M l r ifle  m ight like to know  who  
i t  w as that introduced the “gun” 
into the m ilitary program' at MSU.
In 1918, Captain Washington J. 
McCormick, a former Missoula 
lawyer w ho had received reserve  
officers training at The Presidio  
[in San Francisco, took over the  
Student Battalion.
50 Guns
I “M ilitary drill can not be taught 
without guns,” the captain an­
nounced. H e soon w as supplied  
[with fifty  1903 Springfield rifles, 
[weight nine pounds, four ounces, 
(which remained in service in  the 
ROTC department until 1944.
- There appeared on the front 
>age of the Kaimin, January 15, 
L918, a story about the amazing 
lerial accom plishments of a for- 
ner accounting student, one For- 
■est “Doc” Longeway.
Streit Enlists
Clarence K . Streit, Kaim in edi­
tor  in  1917, enlisted in  th e E ight- 
jenth Engineers in  1918, served  
>ver seas, and supplied the School 
>f Journalism w ith  m any Euro- 
>ean newspapers and magazines.
Mr. Streit is now  an internation- 
illy known adovate of world union  
ind is  th e editor of the magazine 
“Freedom  and Union.” He has 
written over a dozen books, out- 
tanding among w hich are “Union  
Tow” and “There is  The Father-  
md.”
' The office of D ean of M en w as 
stablished at M SU in 1918. The 
rurpose of the new  office, accord- 
ng to Dr. Richard H. Jesse, the  
irst to hold the office, w as, “to 
I tim ulate and strengthen the re-  
J ationship betw een teachers and 
-Students, and to g ive counsel to 
i  leedy boys.”
Congratulations
to the
MONTANA KAIMIN
from your 
store for 
quality in 
men’s clothing
A  record-breaking enrollm ent of 
500 students w as predicted by  
President Craighead in  1914 after 
260 students had registered the  
first day.
The year before the total enroll­
m ent reached over 300, following  
a registration of 190 the first day.
The Kaim in of that year said, 
“It is the brightest year ahead that 
the U niversity has ever had. With 
new  departments w ell taken care 
of, w ith*new  arrangements made 
for housing the students, w ith  the 
best faculty ever, everything points 
to a banner year.
“It is  certain that it is  a year of 
m ore students than the m ost opti­
m istic hoped for. The student cam­
paign, managed by old students 
them selves, have shown up from  
every county in  the state and from  
thousands of m iles aw ay.”
The increase in  enrollm ent w as  
noticed in  about every department. 
The Law school,’w 5th the brightest 
prospects, had hopes of a new  
building as a result of the “100 stu­
dent” boom.
“There are just about the cen­
tury enrolled in law  and the bar­
risters are anxious for the official 
count to determ ine just how  soon  
they are to leave the law  library  
building,” the report said.
Total registration for the first 
sem ester actually w as over 700.
Looking Back 
Half A Century
The Kaimin Was There!
Fifty years ago (1898) the Mon­
tana Kaimin m ight not have looked 
the same as it does today. As a 
matter of fact, it was a sm all 24 
page pam phlet-looking paper, but 
nevertheless, that long ago our 
campus newspaper made its first 
appearance at MSU,
It was the spring of the year, 
and among its new s articles ap­
peared the report of the first com­
mencement exercises in MSU’s his­
tory in  w hich—and this is inter­
esting, fellas— the only graduates 
w ere two women, Mrs. Robb 
Glenny and Miss Eloise Knowles.
The new ly organized University  
band hit a new  high of 15 members, 
and George Kennett w as the first 
captain of the U  of M football team.
But probably the new siest article 
was the report of Admiral D ew ey’s 
victory at Manila. War spirit on the 
campus w as booming as groups of 
students and townspeople volun-
Coeds Cause 
Sober Trend
Looking through the bound vol­
um e of the 1926 Kaim ins, one sees 
reflected here and there in  edi­
torials the spirit w hich causes us 
now to refer to that period as the  
“roaring tw enties.” They called  
their day the “reckless age” and 
they liked it  that way.
“The reckless age is about to go 
out like a lamb,” screamed one 
front page editorial. “Not long ago 
a prominent girls’ school placed a 
ban on smoking, and now  Goucher, 
another prom inent w om en’s school, 
forbids the use of the radio be­
cause it is  held responsible for late  
hours and a consequent loss of pep.
“Oddly enough, the coeds seem s 
to be the goat for every new  re­
form w him  that happens to present 
itself. This proves that wom en are 
more gullible than m en, and are 
allow ing the college system  to be­
come narrow.”
teered services to  their country, 
and every new-born babe of mas­
culine gender w as named D ewey.
“The foe at Manila, since , 
D ew ey’s grand dash
For food all their horses have  
slain:
So now w hen a Don finds a hair 
in his hash
He’s bound to remember 
the m ane.”
Nowadays people speak of the  
horse and buggy days as the “good 
old days.” An ad, however, in  the 
June, 1898, Kaim in indicated that 
the people in  the “good old days” 
didn’t h ave , exactly the same 
opinion of traveling in  hacks. The 
ad read: “Eclipse L ivery Stable—  
Hacks and Transfer at all hours. 
Undertaking Rooms in Connec­
tion. . . .”
We Can Tie You..
with colorful knitted, 
bow, or satin finished ties 
that do plenty for your 
looks.
And congratulations to 
the K aimin for its 50 
•years of success.
The Men’s Shop
Hotel Florence
Smart People
Buy
Pipes -  Lighters — Tobacco 
Study and Desk Lamps 
At
A t G  n n u G
----------------------  f l u i /  jC e U . ---------------------
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Congratulations . . .
Montana Kaimin, on your 
Golden Anniversary
We hope that we will-be able to serve as many 
of your readers as we have in the past
If It’s A Steak
It’s the
4-B’S CAFE
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Grandma giggled and grandpa 
chuckled at the 1905 equivalent of 
modern Kaimin “Campus Briefs.”
The 1905 Kaimin, then a combi­
nation literary magazine and news 
disseminator carried campus news 
items with jokes for fillers that 
would bring sighs and head shakes 
from mid-century jokesters at 
MSU.
The column of Editor John D. 
Jones looked something like this 
in 1905:
“Valentines come a little early 
this year. Was yours C or D? If 
not, thank the faculty.
“Chas. and Fred Buck have re­
cently joined the women’s dub.
“At twenty five, the average 
young man thinks that about nine- 
tenths of his associates are fools. 
At fifty, he begins to think that 
he was one of the fools.
“Ed Corbin has returned from 
Wyoming, where he spent the sum­
mer playing baseball.
“Pa—Baby, I merely punish you 
to show my love for you.
“Baby—If I was only bigger I’d 
return your love. .
“The varsity already has six big 
games scheduled in football.
“Francis Jones—Oh, Mr. Bonner, 
I’m honored.
“Jim Bonner—Oh, Miss Jones, 
I’m Bonnered.”
Who said Grandma and Grandpa 
weren’t just about as sharp as a 
tack?
Montana’s first band was founded about 
1903, just five years before the first Kaimin
hit the small campus, 
made the group click.
Fifteen members
Fiftieth Homecoming Marked
By Keen Student Competition
When MSU celebrated its fiftieth Homecoming anniversary 
Oct. 25, 1946, some 1,500 alumni gathered on the campus to 
participate in the two-day festivity.
Fraternities and sororities decorated their /houses and built 
floats for the Homecoming parade.
Each sorority and residence hall#--------------------------------------------------
JUNE 7, 1942
Howard Hazelbaker, ’35, for­
mer editor and publisher of the 
Flathead Courier at Poison and 
state senator from Lake county, 
has replaced C. W. Hardy as press 
foreman for the university press.
selected a candidate to compete 
for the title of Homecoming queen. 
From the 11 candidates selected, 
Laura Bergh, Froid, was voted as 
the queen by the men students of 
the University.
Prizes were also awarded for the 
best blonde and red beards, the 
most unusual beard, and the best 
married man’s beard.
The Phi Delta Theta’s house 
decoration of a red-lighted w el­
come sign greeting the alumni and 
The beard growing contest was I Utah State football players won the 
the main topic of conversation on prize for the best house decoration 
the campus. Archie Lowthian, among the fraternities, and the 
Peerless, won the contest and a Kappa Alpha Theta’s photography 
prize of $100 for the efforts he put decoration placed first for the so- 
forth in producing the best beard. | rorities.
Librarian Issues 
Edict; Horses 
Arouse Her Anger
Crash, bang; I see “Stars in Your 
Eyes” sang Mouriel Bottomly, Hel­
ena, to Gerre Breslin, Anaconda, 
when the two stars of the softball 
diamond raced down the field to 
catch a fly ball and collided head- 
on.
It was a big game, in the 1946 
series, between the DG’s and the 
Tri Delts, but the out-come of the 
game was never known as it was 
early in the second inning when  
both girls decided to catch the ball 
at the same time, but caught each 
other’s heads instead, and were 
knocked senseless.
Results of the crash—Catcher 
Bottomly, eight stitches; Pitcher 
Breslin, six  stitches, and a black 
eye for the two DG players.
Book borrowing with our pres­
ent library system doesn’t seem  
to have the consequences it did in 
the old days.
This threat of physical violence 
appeared in the May 30, 1912, edi­
tion of the Weekly Kaimin.
“All books loaned to students 
must be returned before Saturday, 
according to an ultimatum issued 
by the librarian. If those who have 
books out care for their scalps it 
w ill not pay them to disregard the 
edict, for what w ith having her 
flower beds used as promenades by 
stray horses, the librarian is apt to 
inflict upon the unlucky ones sore, 
grevious and deserving punish­
ment.”
Graduate Writes 
About Java Trip
Ronald Stewart Kain, a graduate 
of the School of Journalism in 
1922, is the author of an article 
appearing in the May issue of the 
National Geographic magazine.
His article, “Postwar Joum ej 
Through Java,” is based upon hu 
experiences there and in other co­
lonial possessions which he visitec 
a year ago w hile serving as (duel 
clerk for the American ambassadoi 
at The Hauge.
He has been employed on metro­
politan papers in  New York citj 
and for several years was with i 
major publishing house. He is au­
thor of “From Versailles ' U 
Warsaw.”
Still in the services of the Dutcl 
government, he is finishing a bool 
on his experiences in Java. Hi 
made his trip upon request of thi 
Netherlands government and thi 
United Nations.
Montana State University s First Band
Campus Briefs
1905
College Life - - Pleasant Memories...
M U R R I L L ’S
. . .  We’re A Part of I t . . .
